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Beveled edge of new Ken tile® Featured Travertine creates a feature strip effect. Tile is 12" x 12" x .080" solid vinyl in 4 colors. Deeply tex
tured like natural travertine. Quiet and comfortable underfoot. Long" earing. Easy to maintain in commercial or residential use. Greaseproof. 

m11m11amm 
VINYL mmmmmm 

New! Featured Travertine with the beveled edge built in. 

Note the custom look! Ken tile's new Featured 'fravertine is 
solid vinyl tile with the beauty of hand-cut marble! Use it 
in any decor. Samples? Call your Kentile Repre entative. 
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Though our editors will never 
think of it quite that way, each 
of you is a short pencil stroke in 
what we call a "subscriber profile." 
We have ju t received the first 
official sketch of you in the form 
of a report from the Business 
Publications Audit of Circulation 
Inc., of which the FORUM is a 
member. 

To begin with, 25,766 of you
constituting 2.8 per cent of our 
readership-are architects, and, 
what's more, architects who have 
taken the trouble to send back 
cards saying that you wanted the 
magazine. Another 5,342 of you 
are in planning, engineering, and 
other fields closely related to 
building design, construction and 
urban development. 

Of these 25,766 architects-an 
impo ing number, we think-a 
total of 10,972 of you are princi
pals or partners in architectural 
firms, 5,387 are staff members in 
architectural firms, 3,664 have 
your own individual practices, 293 
are staff members of engineering 
firms, and 5,450 are in a variety 
of other occupations. 

The odds are about one in five 
that you live in the Middle At
lantic region: nearly 20 per cent 
of our circulation is to the states 
of New York, ew Jer ey, and 
Pennsylvania. California, however, 
has more FoRUM subscribers with
in its border t han any other 
single state (3,718). Ala ka has 
the fewest (36) and, we pre ume, 
the coldest. 

• • • 
The editors begin this is ue by 

viewing Pre ident Johnson's 1966 
urban program with impatience, 
\'iewing the tate of IBM's herald
ed building program with alarm, 
and viewing a new building at a 
major univer ity with something 
less than enthu iasm, thus fulfill
ing the FoRUM's pledge to be a 
critic of the environmental scene. 
I found in all three article- a con
frontation of issues that needed to 
be faced, and the saying of things 
that needed to be said. L.W.M. 
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Imagine all you'd like to do on an urban 
redevelopment project, with no holds barred. 

And most likely you'll find that thin, efficient 
Barrett Urethane Insulation is what you need 
to blend your roofline with your design. 

Ideal, too, for today's modern buildings with 
year-round temperature control. Because 
Barrett Urethane Roof Insulation, with its low 
K factor of 0.13, gives maximum year-round 
thermal efficiency. Does it better than 
any other type of insulation. 

BARRETT' IBI 
BUILDING MATERIALS . ' 

Dept. AF-3, 40 Rector Street, New York, New York 10006 
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United Engineering Building, New York 
International Monetary Fund, Washington 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa. 
San Francisco Hilton Hotel, San Francisco 
Church of the Nazarene, Kansas City, Mo. 
Hardin-Simmons University Dormitory, Abilene 
Wimcott Office Building, Arlington, Va. 
Illinois State University, Normal, Ill. 
Nationwide Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio 
First Federal Savings & Loan Building, Detroit 
Emory University Hospital, Atlanta 
Midtown Plaza, Rochester, N. Y. 
Western Reserve Science Building, Cleveland 
Fairland Data Center, Montgomery County, Md. 
Wells Fargo Building, San Francisco 
Colorado General I-IospiLal, Denver 
Northern Illinois University, Dekalb 
Masonite Building, Chicago 
Riverside Medical Building, Columbus, Ohio 
N. J. Department of Labor & Industry, Trenton 
Merck, Sharp & Dahme, West Point, Pa. 
Illinois Bell Telephone Company, Chicago 
Bank of America, Los Angeles 
New England Life Insurance Company, Boston 
Embassy of Yugoslavia, Washington 
Siteman Building, Houston 
Madison House Apartments, Cincinnati 
New York Telephone Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
United Founders Life Tower, Oklahoma City 
Western Electric Company, Chicago 
Harper Hospital, Detroit 
5th Avenue Financial Center, San Diego 
Volunteer State Life Building, Chattanooga 
Rochester General Hospital, Rochester, N. Y. 

Why are we name dropping? 
They all use our Bypass Room Terminals 

with self-contained controls! 

Just five years ago Carrier engineers 
perfected a mean of using the reliable 
and extremely simple bypass princip le 
to achieve automatic control of high
velocity units. 

To date this improved method of 
controlling room temperature in ex
terior zones has been specified for more 
than 150 buildings all over the country. 

Some 65 ,000 of these Carrier Bypass 
Weathermaster® Room Terminals are 
in use today. 

We believe they earned such fast and 
widespread acceptance because they 

offer major installation, performance 
and maintenance advantages. 

For example: Factory-installed and 
factory-calibrated controls ... fully self
contained, no external pneumatic or 
electric system required ... instanta
neous response to room temperature 
change ... smooth and silent action, no 
water throttling noises ... water control 
valves completely eliminated. 

How is this basic control approach 
achieved? 

Very simply. Jn the units, the rate 
of water flow through the coil remains 

constant. Total air quantity discharged 
into the room also remains constant. 
A bypass damper controlled by a ther
mostat proportions the amount of in
duced air that is permitted to flow 
through the coils. 

Details, diagrams and ratings are all 
covered in a brochure: "Carrier Bypass 
Wea therm aster Units ." 

Have you a copy in your files? Or 
may we send you one? Call your Carrier 
representative-or write us at Syracuse, 
New York 1320 I. Jn Canada: Carrier 
Air Conditioning (Canada) Ltd. 

<iif f &> Air Conditioning Company 
More people put their confidence in Carrier air conditioning than in any other make 
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THE· CONTEMPORARY BRICK 
BEARING WALL as designed by E.W. Angerer, AIA , and I. J. Milani, AIA 

Eight-Inch Bearing Walls Provide Beauty, Economy, Efficiency 

"In designing this Hou sing for the Elderly apartment project in Rock 
Island, Illinois, we faced the problem of providing a durable, easily
maintained and attractive building with a high degree of fire resist
ance and sound control , within the limits of a modest budget. W e 
chose the modern brick bearing wall structural system because it 
provided all these qualities. Th is building is 11 stories high and 

provides 128,000 square feet of floor space divided into 160 dwelling 
units. Through the use of brick bearing and shear walls, we were able 
to separate each apartment by solid, unpenetrated brick walls , and 
we were able to do this within the $14.06 per square foot of floor 
area cost for construction and site development. 

" Thi s building is designed as two rectangular wings set at right 
angles t o each other and sharing a common service core located at 
the intersection. Concrete walls are used on the first floor because 
of the need for more open space at ground level. Above the first 
floor, the structural system is enti rely brick. 



~
The efficiency and economy of our structural sys
m derives from two major factors: The use of 

olid, eight-inch-thick intefior bearing walls, and the 
se of over-size, 4 x 4 x 12-inch, brick which cost less 

place than standard-size brick. Above the first 
oor, the eight-inch transverse bearing walls are 

; paced 12 feet, eight inches, center to center. Be
: ause of the need for thermal insulation and resist
rnce to moisture penetration, the end bearing walls 
3re 12 inches thick and consist of two wythes of 
~rick with clay tile units between them . Brick shear 
Nalls are used along corridors. Interior brick wa lls 
3re left exposed . (Bearing and shear walls are 
shown in solid lines.) 

"Total construction and site development cost for the project is estimated at 
$1.8 million . Approximately 550,000 dark brown, smooth-face, 4 x 4 x 12-inch 
brick are required . Mortar used is ASTM Type M. Fire rating for all brick 
walls is four hours . 

"In order to m1n1m1ze construction co-ordination problems, the bu il ding is 
designed so that all mechanical trades install their work after t he spaces are 
enclosed . No conduit or mechanical elements are embedded in the basic 
wall-floor systems. Plumbing and utilities rise vertically through spaces pro
vided behind the bathrooms and kitchens of each unit . Electrical devices in 
apartments are placed in gypsum board partitions, with the exception of a 
surface raceway incorporated in a chair rail running along the brick partitions. 
This method of handling plumbing and other utilities greatly simplifies con
struction . In addition , because the entire structure and shell of the building 
consists of only brick and precast concrete, the prob lems involved in joining 
materials with dissimilar expansion and flexural characteristics have been 
minimized . W e feel that the resulting simplicity of construction widened ou r 
ifield of qualified bidders." 

Advertisement 

"The floor system consists of precast 
concrete hollow-core planks. These 
planks bear eight inches onto th e end 
bearing walls and are joined over the 
center of the interior bearing walls . The 
planks are topped with two inches of 
concrete containing wire mesh, insur
ing diaphragm action . Sills and lintels 
are of precast concrete laid up with the 
masonry to be consistent with the 
layer-upon-layer techniqu e of masonry 
construction. Corridor floors are sup
ported by small precast beams span
ning from one bearing wall to another. 

Project: Housing for the Elderly , Rock I sland , Ill i no i s 

A rchitects: E.W. Angerer, AIA , and l.J . Milan i, AIA, 
associated architects 

Structural Engineers : Petersen & Appe l 

Owner: Housing Authority o f t h e 

City of Rock Island , Illinoi s 

BRICK: 
For 

Bearing 
And 

Beauty 

'Structural Clay Products Institute, 1520 18th St. , N.W ., Washington, D.C. sapi 
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Macomber does a lot of little things 
to help architects and builders do a 
better job ... for example: 

t:::===::1, 

SLOPED BEARING ENDS 
LATERALLY TILTED 
BEARING PLATES 

' ' ' ' ' ' BENT BEARING END 

Macomber representatives can provide architects and builders with more 
building for their dollar. This is no idle boast, but fact based on thousands 
of construction jobs. Macomber representatives are experienced building 
people who work closely with architects and builders in providing their 
clients with a custom-steel-framed building that exactly suits the need, as 
well as getting the most usable area from the site. Macomber V-LOK® 
open-web framing systems have become extremely popular because they 
combine maximum strength and flexibility with ease of erection. V-LOK 
can be modified to meet almost any requirement, including the systems 
approach. 

OPEN-WEB V-LOK GIRDER 

' ' ' SQUARE V-LOK COLUMN 

I 

I 

I\ I 

lI1S 
V-SECTION CHORDS 

Prove it to yourself. Talk to the Macomber man in your area and 
discover how a sturdier custom-steel-framed building can be built to meet 
any specific style and set of requirements at costs equal to or even below 
other types, including prefabs. Literature and name of nearest represen
tative upon request. 

MACOMBER INCORPORATED 
''--------- CANTON. OHIO 44701 

SUBSIDIARY OF SHARON STEEL CORPORATION 

I 



Gotham Cylinderlites are a new, visually unified group of fixtures for interior and exterior use. They are offered 

in two basic types: the first uses a precisely contoured black Alzak specular reflector which re-directs all spill 

light into the useful zone and holds surface brightness to a level so low as to be practically non-existent; the 

second type is finished inside with a new, baked matte black coating which eliminates all surface glare and 

reduces surface brightness at the aperture to a pleasingly low value. Cylinderlites are made in a wide range 

of sizes to utilize reflector lamps from 30 to 500 watts. Three mountings and four finishes are available. 

Gotham Lighting Corporation, 37-01 thirty-first street, long island city, new york 11101 

In Canada: Gotham Lighting of Canada, Ltd ., Toronto, Ont. 
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ALL FIVE DOOR CONTROL FUNCTIONS IN A SINGLE UNIT 

Series 6110 

Series 61 20 

Series 6130 

1106 

;1/£W 
Norton Series 6100 Uni-Trol Door Control 

A DOOR CLOSER AND A DOOR HOLDER -
A SINGLE UNIT ENGINEERED AND COORDINATED 

TO PERFORM COMPLETE DOOR CONTROL 

CUSHIONS the open ing of the door; STOPS the door; 
HOLDS the door open ; CLOSES the door; 

REGULATES the door closing and latch speed . 

ATTRACTIVE DOOR APPEARANCE 
You eliminate the necessity of two products at the door. Norton Uni-Trol, 
unitized door control, is an attractive single unit. There's only one installation 
at t he door for a more esthetic, uncluttered appearance. 

SIMPLIFIED SPECIFICATION 
You only have to specify one product. You have only one catalog number 
and only one template to be concerned with. You completely eliminate the pos
sibility of the mix-up of installing the wrong holder with the wrong door closer. 

COMPLETE CONTROL 

The coordinated control obtainable only with the Norton Uni-Trol assures 
perfect control under all conditions. Since the combined door holder and 
door closer are functioning as a unit, there's less strain on each, far less 
strain on the door and frame. 

For complete details, write for Manual "U", or contact your Norton representative. 

NORTON® DOOR CONTROLS 
372 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois 60106 
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Specified in MORE and MORE fine construction .. 

HOMASOTE RESILIENT UNDERLAYMENTS 
put a "magic carpet" cushion
under flooring over concrete 

Hard, cold concrete becomes softer-feeling, warmer, insulated 
- with Homasote wood-fibre insu lati ng panels. Better still, their 
just-right resiliency brings welcome cushioning and quiet* to 
wall-to-wall carpeting in high and low-rise apartments, institu
tions and homes. 

All wood-fibre Homasote is available in ¥s ", 1h" and % " 
thicknesses - in easily hand led 4' x 4' or 4' x 8' sizes. Weather
proof, termite protected and non-bituminous. Applied to con
crete above-grade with adhesive, for conventional installation 
of carpet and pad with tackless (or other) methods. 

CUSH-N-BASE, the prefinished parquet panel has a Homa
sote underl ayment built-in . Panels are 12"xl2"xll / 16" for 
application by ad hesive to concrete (above grade) and to old 
floors. Solid parquet, in Red and White Oak or Dark Brown 
Oak, is factory prefinished. 

For additional details on Homasote Underlayments and 
"Cush-N-Base" Parquet Panels, write Dept. C-4. 

*STC 47. INR + 19 with carpet and 32 oz. felt pad over 
15/32" Homasote and 5" concrete slab. Tested in ac
cordance with ISO-R-140 and FHA # 750. Test data 
available on request. 

homasote ~ 
Trenton, N. J. 08603 
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New Pre-engineered Wall Systems 

Fenmark wall systems offer pre

engineered answers to a variety 

of design requirements for one, 

two and multi-story buildings ; for 

example , carrying the massive 

area of grayed g lass on th i s 

Lowell , Massachusetts office 

building designed by Gensemer & 

Barton of Cambridge. Only steel 

is strong enough; only Fenestra 

offers a five-year performance 

warranty, and only Fenmark has 

all these features· hundreds of 

component combinations and 

sizes ; watertight integrity , no ex

posed fasteners; condensat ion 

draining design and a rugged new 

oven-cured, two-coat , silicone

alkyd copolymer finish . 

Performance begins with fast in

stallation and compatibility with 

other systems : 1) To shear walls, 

add any of a variety of Fenmark 

units. 2) On one and two story 

buildings, top it off with 0-Panel , 

the lightweight, longspan struc

tural deck that provides a finished 

cei ling, plain or acoustical. You 

get the ultimate 1n simp li city and 

strength - one product, one 

trade, o ne responsi bi Ii ty For the 

full story, check with your Fenestra 

engineering representative or 

write Fenestra, Inc. , 1101 E. Kibby 

Street, Lima, Ohio. 

FENESTHA FENMARK GRID WALL SYSTEMS 

11 
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We can't show you the 
most important part. 

It's the trouble our furniture 
makers go to. 

Their rule of thumb: anything in 
the Art Metal line worth doing is 
worthdoingwell. Right down to 
the last little upholstery clip. 

Take our900 line executive side 
chair. Comfortable. But firm. The 
no-sag spring seat construction 
will never let you down. 

Another thing. All joints and 
seams are welded. Invisibly 
welded. Like this: metal clips are 
first welded to the legs. Then 
polished or brushed chrome steel 
stretchers are fitted over them 
coveringtheweld. Result: clean 
smooth joints and seams. 

Everything about our executive 
chair is made the way office 
furniture ought to be. Furniture 
that looks beautiful and works 
beautifully-a solid investment for 
the management who pays for it. 

""' ART METAL INC 
.... JAM ESTO W N, NEW YORK 



Cha irs by Stend ig . 

Mosaic introduces Champagne Glaze scored tile . 
It's for people who want to be subtle without being dull about it. 

There 's never a dull moment with Champagne Glaze 
around. 

Look how it brings that left wall to life . Yet it doesn't 
get pushy. It doesn ' t try to be the whole show. 

It can't. 
Champagne Glaze tile is like all other Mosaic tiles. It's 

absolutely color-compatible under any circumstances. 
Notice how nicely it gets along with the outside wall of 

Velvetex 661 and our Egyptian quarry tile floor . And 
without stealing a thing from the recess wall of Velvetone 

124 wi th highlights of Faientex 1291 . 
Champagne Glaze comes in five colors on a 4%'' x 4Y,." 

scored wall tile body. Just to put your ideas in a little 
better light. 

For prices, samples and availability, contact any Mosaic 
Representative , Service Center or Tile Contractor. 

See Yellow Pages " Tile Contractors-Ceramic". Or write : 
The Mosaic Tile Company, 55 Publi c Sq ., Cleveland, Ohio 
44113 . For comparable colors in the 
West: 909 Railroad St., Corona, Calif . 

" Mosaic" is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company. 



And now American-Standard brings you 

A Glenwall* thats 
longer in shape, 
more sanitary in use 
Available with optional Vent-Away;the new, built-in 
air-siphoning device that whisks odors down the drain 

Now look at the Glenwall, the first off-the-floor toilet tor, a new American-Standard air-siphoning device. 
priced to compete with floor-mounted toilets. This It whisks toilet odors down the drain before they 
Elongated Glen wall has a longer look that makes it can become bathroom odors. It is fast and quiet, with 
even handsomer. And a larger bowl that puts more nothing to install, adjust or get out of order. Call 
area under water for easier maintenance .. . helps your American-Standard representative for details, 
keep the floor clean and sanitary. O Optional with colors, etc. Or write American-Standard, Plumbing 
Elongated Glenwall is the Vent-Away toilet ventila- and Heating Div., 40 W. 40th St., N .Y., N.Y. 10018. 
• rrademark AR&SS Corp. 

AMERICAN-STANDARD 



NEW MARK, OLD TARGET-Have you seen the new William Bayley mark 
of quality and service? Our trad ition of highest quality in metal windows and 
curtain walls is 88 years old. Our service, however, is strictly 1966. We use 
our new mark to remind you we're putting new ideas into windows, more 
application assistance on your project, assured on-time delivery at your site. 
The target : your satisfaction. The William Bayley Company, Springfield , Ohio. 
Request our newest catalog today. 
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What do you 
want to do 
with the heat? Take it out? Put it in? 



FOR RESIDENTIAL AND 
LIGHT COMMERCIAL HEATING 
1 . Gas-Fired Forced Air Furnaces. Up
flow or downflow models with belt or 
uni-drive. For natural. mixed or L-P gas. 
50.000 to 225.000 Btu. 
2. Oil-Fifed Forced Air Furnaces. Up
flow. counterflow. lowboy and hori
zontal models. 85.000 to 335.000 Btu. 
3. Gas-Fired Boilers. 49 sizes ranging 
from 60.000 thru 6.000.000 Btu. Steam 
and forced ho t water. Includes models 
with storage tank water heaters. 
4 . Horizontal Gas-Fired Forced Air Fur
naces. Compact for installation in base
ment. crawl space or attic location. 66,000 
to 150.000 Btu. 
5. Year 'Round Comfort Package. Com
pact gas- fired heating with matching 
precharged cooling system. Designed 
for sma ll homes. apartments. zoned sys
tems. 1 to 3 tons cooling. 50.000 to 
1 50.000 Btu heating. 
6. Electric Cooling/ Gas Heating Pack
age. Wea therproo f package for rooftop 
or slab installation. Automatic change
over to heating or cooling. 2, 3 or 5 ton 
cooling. 65.000. 100.000 and 1 50.000 
Btu heating. 

FOR COOLING : ADD - ON 
OR INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS 
7. Electric Air Conditioning Units. 
Weatherproof. top discharge. air cooled 
condensing units. 2 to 10 ton. Up to 
20 tons when banked. 
8 . Gas Engine Air Conditioning. Low 
cost operation. Air cooled. Natural or 
LP gas and 11 5v. AC. 5 and10 tons. 
9 . Package Cooling Units and Heat 
Pumps. Weatherproof, 2 to 10 ton 
capacity. Heat Pumps in either package 
or split -system models. 
1 O. Evaporative Air Coolers. Evapora
t ive cooling with blower and filter for 
either free discharge or ducted applica
tion. Up to 19.500 CFM for residential. 
commercial and industrial installations. 

FOR COMMERCIAL-IN DUSTRIAL 
HEATING AND/OR COOLING 
11. Gas-Fired Unit Heaters. Rugged 
Dura-Tube heat exchangers. 24 Models 
from 2 5.000 to 350.000 Btu. 
12. Gas-Fired Duct Furnaces. For out
door or indoor installation. Alumized or 
stainless steel heat exchangers. 50.000 
to 700.000 Btu. 
13. Skyliner Rooftop Units. For any 
combination of heating-cooling-venti
lating. Natural. mixed or L-P gas heat
ing. Electric or gas engine powered 
cooling. 5 to 20 ton cooling. 200.000 
to 700.000 Btu heating. 
14. Heavy-Duty Gas- Fired Blower 
Heaters. For either free-discharge or 
central use. 250.000 to 1.750.000 Btu. 
15. Direct-Fifed Make-Up Air Heaters. 
Provide large volumes of filtered tem
pered air to prevent drafts. air starvation 
in large plants. 5.000 to 100.000 CFM 
capacity. Also complete line of Indirect 
Fired Make-Up Air packages. 

Janitrol makes the unit to fit your exact needs! 
Whatever your heat-handling problems. you get more
and better-solutions from Janitrol. More products. w ith 
Janitrol's complete. broad line. More engineering know
how that pays off in dependable design. easier installation. 
more customer satisfaction . You get more field and tech
nical assistance wi th Janitrol 's expert field network and 
factory training. Faster avai lability from Janitrol 's two 
factories plus 12 regional warehouses. It pays to get at 
least one estimate from J anitrol. For full details and speci
fications. contact your Janitrol representative . The name's 
in the yellow pages. Janitrol gives you more to work with . 

.JANITROL DIVISION 
midland-~oss Corporation 

Columbus. Ohio 
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Inspirations 
with 

the MODERN 
decorator's glass 

Custom designing has taken on new dimensions. 
Glas-Wich, the latest in creative ideas, give you 
a chance to design with extra qualit ies for added 
interest. An invisible sound barrier, safety and 
heat absorbing qualities of Glas-Wich make it a 
designer's dream for beauty with utmost efficiency. 

Example : Award-winning United S tates A ir Force 
Academy Chapel. Glas-Wich reflects 90 % of the 
heat from sun's rays. 

~ill §!art -
fw, deaI!born -
"! glass company 

6600 S. HARLEM, BEDFORD PARK, ARGO P.O., ILLINOIS 60501 

It's All 
Right 
To Stack 
Them 
Up ... 
BUT! 

Unless 
You Build 
Right, All 
You Are 
Doing Is 
Stacking 
Up Trouble 

Today, more and more parking 
facilities are multi-storied 
garages, both above and below 

* 

* 

* 

00 

* 

ground. *·----------
This means avoiding "drip· 

th rough" po rosily is a 
vital construction factor. 

* Carlisle Sure-Seal Rubber 
Membrane installed in decks *---------
and ramps forms an impassable 
moisture barrier .. . completely 
eliminates "drip-through" 
and saves your clients 
thousands of dollars in 
repairs and possible litigation. 

Write today for complete 
information and specifications. 
Carlisle Sure-Seal has been 
both time and torture tested. 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DEPT. 
CARLISLE TIRE & RUBBER DIV. *-------
CAR LISLE CORPORATION 
CARLISLE , PA . 1701 3 



.. . and an unusual Special Off er to accept any 3 of these 
fine books (values to $36.45) for only one dollar each 

1. THE HEART OF OUR CITIES. Victor Gruen . 
An architect-p lanner's vigorous and profound 
ana lysis of the ills of our citie . With many 
workab le sugges tions fo r improvement. 150 
ill ustrations . List Price $8.50 

2. THE DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERI
CAN CITIES. Jane Jacobs. A reasoned att ack 
on current method of city pl anning- with 
p rac tica l proposals fo r revita lizing our cities 
and halting decay. List Price $7.50 

7. THE CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITEC
TURE. Carl W . Condit. A brill iant , lav ishly 
illustrated assessment of the renowned "Chi
cago school," and the ir unique buildings. Re
views achievemen ts of Sull iva n, Wrigh t, Root, 
Burnham, others. List Price $8.50 

8. THE CITY IS THE FRONTIER. Char les 
A brams. A pass ionate statement of the city's 
indi s pe nsa b ility to A me ri ca n c ivi l iza ti on. 
D ocuments the city's ill s and problems - and 
offers feas ible solut ions. List Price $6.50 3. CITIES. Provocat ive essays on the urban

ization of the world's popul ation, from the 
distingu ished issue of Scientific A merican. 
Cont ributions by Sjoberg, Dav is, Blumenfeld , 
others. Ill us . List Price $4.00 

6. URBAN DESIGN. The Architec- 9 . THE URBAN COMPLEX. R obert C . 
Weaver. The Secretary of H ousing and Urban 
Development considers some of our cities' 
major problems: the impact of urbaniza tion 
on society, the shortage of low-income hous
ing, other topics. List Price $4.95 

ture of Towns and Cities 

4 . URBAN GROWTH DYNAMICS. Chapin & 
Weiss, editors. E ighteen specialists in city 
planning, sociology, and o ther disc iplines dis
cuss th e p henomeno n o f urba ni za t io n in 
Amer ica n society. List Price $8.95 

5. PLANNING FOR MAN AND MOTOR. Paul 
Ritter. Outsized volume analyzing the needs 
of people and vehicles in an urban enviro n
men t. Over 800 illustra tions. List Price $15.00 

Paul D . Spreiregen , ATA. Written 
expressly fo r The American l nsti
tute of Architects, this richly illus
trated book thoroughly ex plains 
the design of towns, cities , and re
gions . Cov e rs the hi s to ry , prin 
ciples, and practices of urban de
sign in signi fica nt detail. Hundreds 
of sketches a nd plan s of good 
design . List Price $12.50 

10. THE CITY PLANNING PROCESS. A lan A . 
Altshuler. A searching ana lysis of current 
city pl anning theory and practice : planning in 
a democratic soc iety, political and adminis
trati ve obstacles to planning, etc. List Price 
$8.50 

"WHY THE LIBRARY OF URBAN AFFAIRS ~ 
Our cities ha ve been ca lled '"the great unspoken , overlooked, 

unde rpl ayed problems of our times." But toda y people from many 
field s a nd di sc iplines are urgently seeking solutions to the e prob
le ms a nd pl a nning for the future . Wha t ha been needed is a single 
source of auth oritati ve, up-to-date information on the death of 
ne ighborhoods, troubled school , tra ffic chaos, explosive race prob
le ms, the ' ·other Ame ri ca", a nd the m a ny crises now sweeping the 
na tio n's urba n ce nters. 

THE LIBRA RY OF URBAN AFFAIRS has heen created to 
m eet this need. It brings together - for the firs t time - the finest, 
most sig nifica nt books on a ll as pects of urban life. Under the 
guida nce o f a di stinguis hed Editor ial Advisory Boa rd. these books 
a re c hosen for the ir timeliness, their ability to cut through to the 
heart o f a pro blem, to stimul ate lively, even con troversia l ideas. 
Selections co ver the entire spectrum of urban a ffairs , dea ling wi th 

Editorial Advisory Boan! 
Charles Abrams 
Housing and Planning 
Consultant 
Herbert Gans 
A ssoci(l te Professor of Sociology 
tmd Education ; Research 
A ssociate, Institute of Urban 
S tudies; Co lum b it1 Uni versity 
E. A. Gutkind 
R esearch Pro fessor , Internation
al History o f Cit )' Development; 
Instit11te fo r Urban Studies, 
Universit )1 o f Pe1111s)1lva11ia 

Michael Harrington 
A urh or , TH E OTH E R AMERI CA 

The Hon. Arthur Naftalin 
MaJ·o r. Minn ea polis, Minnesota 

Anna Arnold Hedgeman 
Commi1tee o n R ace R elations; 
N ational Co uncil o j th e 
Churches oj Chris t 

Joseph D. Lohman 
D ean, School of Crim ino log)', 
Uni versity of Ca/ijornia, 
Berkeley 

Frank Riessman 
A ssociate Professor , Departm ent 
o f Psychiatn 1, A lbert E instein 
College of M edicine 

Christopher Tunnard 
Directo r, Urban Stud ies 
Program ; Professor o j City 
Planning , Y ale Un iversity 

s uch topics as: urban planning, city governm ent , urban sociology, ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' 
education and 11 ·e/fare, housing, crime and delinquency, family I CHARTER MEMBERSHIP FORM \ 
prob lem s, a nd many others. I Library of Urban Affairs 59 Fourth Ave./ New York 10003 U-UOl I 

A s a Cha rter Member, you receive - each month - a specia l I Please enroll me as a Charter Circle three : I 
report on the current selection , ofte n written by a n outsta nding I Member and send me the three l 2 3 4 s I 

b. A// / · "/ /I t b t I books circled at the ri ght, for I a uthority on the su iect. · se ec1tons are awn a J e 0 m em ers a which 1 will be billed only 6 7 8 9 10 
sai•ings up to 40 % . However, you need accept as few as fot.1r books I Sl.00 each plus postage. I un- I 
during the next twelve months. (The Charter Members. hip Offer demand that I need buy as 

) f I few as three more books dur- Name I above counts as your first selection . And you receive a ree 1 h 
Bo nus Book of your choice w ith every fourth purch ase. I ~':igd Jh;illn~:~ei~~ea7re;;"~~~L~~ Address I 

Wh y not join in this exciting ne11• program designed for all those ourth Selection. City State Zip Code# 
Book of my choice after every u 

u·ho c;re seriously concerned with th e future of o ur cities. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
---------------------------------------- Please be sure to insert correct zip code.-------
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Go ahead. Design a 
ceiling that cools, heats, 
lights, communicates, 
controls sound and 
beautifies just the" ay 
you want it to ... 



• 

I will install it.· 
And guarantee its 
performance, too! 

By combining many essential func
tions into one system, today' s electric in
tegrated ceiling gives you new freedom 
in interior design. Take full advantage 
of that freedom. Create the ceiling that 
does what you want it to do, looks the 
way you want it to look. Then make it 
part of the electrical sp~cifications and 
let your qualified electrical contractor 
takeit from there. 

Why an electrical contractor? Be
cause most of the functions of an inte
grated ceiling are powered or controlled 

by electricity •• • and electricity is the 
electrical contractor's business. 

Of course, proper installation will 
require the services of carpenters, sheet 
metal men, plasterers, plumbers, heating 
and refrigeration men. But your qual
ified electrical contractor has plenty of 
experience in coordinating the efforts of 
these specialists-and he has available 
to him established and recognized pro
cedures through which jurisdictional 
questions can be settled without delay-

And that's not all . Place the re• 
sponsibility for your integrated ceiling 
in the hands of your qualified electrical 
J:Ontractor and he'll guarantee the per
formance, not only of the electrical func
tions, but of the entire electrically space• 
conditioned ceiling system. 

NECA has prepared a film on in· 
tegrated electric ceilings. To arrange a 
showing, contact the Marketing Divi· 
sion ofNECA at the address below. ing the jo~b;.llllJllllll~ll'Jl!'I!~~ 

~~~~ 
Ceiling designed by Albert C. Martin and Associates 

for Kansas Power and Light Tower Lobby. Topeka, Kansas 

Your Qualified Electrical Contractor 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, 610 Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036 
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Northbridge Park, Fort Lee, N . J.: 
Lejo Construction Co., Leo Goodman, 
John Gu idera , Co-Owners ; Englewood, N . J.; 
Arch itects : Erwin Gerber & A. Pancan i, 
Newark, N. J. "We made 280 apartments 

more homelike 
with Malta Wood Windows. 
Our next one, under construction, 
has Maltas, too." 
What helps sell quality homes can also help fill apartments, con
dominiums and office buildings. When an apartment or office looks 
more homelike, tenants stay put. Malta Wood Windows dispel the 
institutional coldness of high-rise construction. The owner saves on 
heat loss, air conditioning and general maintenance. You can clean 
or brighten Malta Windows inside and out- from the inside. Malta 
Windows are easily removed without tools or trouble. Wood windows 
are best for high-rise where wind velocity makes ill-fitting metal 
windows noisy and costly. Add sales appeal and colorful charm with 
Malta Wood Windows. Find out how Malta gives your commercial 
building investment a new, fresh appeal for every particular tenant. 
Send for Catalog M66-2. 

All Malta Windows display this 10-Year Warranty 
tag - Malta 's written assurance of 100% perform
ance through the cr1t1cal years. They're built for 
a lifetime of satisfaction. 

MALTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
GAHANNA (COLUMBUS), OHIO 43020 

Plants in Malta and Zanesville, Oh io 



... and you have a choice 
o f 30 attractive colors 

with Inland Wall Systen1s 

1. Panel is prepared with lnland's ex
clusive Ti-Co continuous galvanizing. 

2. Chromate coating provides a bond be
tween galvanizing and paint. 

3. Epoxy resin prime coat serves as 
flexible base coat for final finish , and 
prevents flaking. 

4. Panel is finished with alkyd melamine 
paint chosen for hardness and weather 
resistance. 

Inland Steel Wall Systems save on 
maintenance costs, even after years 
out of doors. A rigorous exposure test 
in salt-air climate has proved the 
weatherability, color fastness and 
chalk resistance of lnland's two-coat, 
oven-cured Duofinish. 

Duofinish gives the designer a 
palette of 30 weather-tested colors. 

Inland Wall Systems are available 

in 5 different panel profiles, each with 
its own distinctive configuration and 
shadow line. Panels may be used in
sulated, uninsulated, and as fire walls. 

For complete information , see 
Sweet's section 3b/lnl. Or write today 
tor catalog 243 to Inland Steel Prod
ucts Company, 4107 West Burnham 
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 . 

Inland Steel Products ~ 



Thiokol turns on its technological force to bring you a 

SEAL OF SECURITY 

Intensifying its quality assurance pro
gram, Thiokol has developed the first 
comprehensive "Architectural Specifi
cation Guide" for building sealants. The 
achievement backs up its new and ad
vanced performance standards for poly
sulfide base sealants; its "Tested and 
Approved" seal* for compounds meet
ing the standards; its continuous mon
itoring of performance capability. 

A significant contribution to progress in 
structural sealing, Thiokol 's authoritative 
"Architectural Specification Guide for Seal
ants" offers depth information for easier, 
surer selection and application of compounds 
based on LP® polysulfide polymer. 

The Guide encompasses a wide sealing spec
trum, giving detailed specifications and pro
cedures for glazing; for weatherproofing metal 
curtain walls; for sealing joints in concrete, 
stone, masonry, as well as deck and paving. 
Like the "Tested and Approved" seal*-a 
sign of quality sealant-Thiokol's Guide pro-

~ 
--~e:::: 

vides an extra measure of certainty in the job 
of specifying and applying building sealants. 

*The manufacturer warrants by affixing this 
seal to his label that the product is a dupli
cate of materials independently tested and 
approved by-and in accordance with stand
ards established by-Thiokol Chemical Corp. 

Thiokol manufactures base materials only, not a fin ished sealant. 

Now it's your turn 
Write to Thiokol to get a copy of "Architectural 
Specification Guide for Sealants" and complete 
details of new performance standards set for com
pounds based on !HIOKOL~ polysulfide polymer. 
The resultant sealing security has no equivalent. _.,L -·-~~ I~ CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

780 N. Clinton Avenue, Trenton, N.J. 08607 
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FORUM 
This month's issue of the FoRUM 
contains some well chosen words 
by our Midwest Correspondent, 
Roger Montgomery, who pends 
his spare time at the School of 
Architecture at Washington Uni
versity, St, Louis, where he directs 
the Urban Renewal Design Study. 
Because his well chosen words are 
buried in a book review (p. 72) , 
we feel that they should, perhaps, 
be given some additional editorial 
exposure. 

What Mr. Montgomery seems 
to be saying is this: first, U.S. 
planners have just about as power
ful an arsenal of weapons with 
which to attack city problems as 
their counterparts in Europe and 
elsewhere; and, second, U.S. plan
ners seem to have been so badly 
intimidated by the McCarthyist 
trauma of the early 1950's, and so 
badly discouraged by the failure 
of the Liberal Left ever since, 
that they have refused to face up 
to the roots of our problems and, 
instead, have taken refuge in sta
tistical research and in the devel
opment of more sophisticated 
techniques. 

(We have, probably, oversimpli
fied our correspondent's argument 
outrageou ly, but we hope he will 
forgive us. He made our imagina
tion run wild.) 

We should like to take Mr. 
Montgomery's (real or imagined) 
arguments one or two steps far
ther: Because a good many U.S. 
planners and urban designers seem 
afraid of making the ultimate, pro
fessional commitmen~namely, to 
improve the human condition 
through architecture-they have 
had to find other commitments to 
make. Let us be specific: When a 
movement decides to throw in the 
sponge, it rarely announces that 
it will. Instead, it invents a ra
tionale that will make throwing 
in the sponge look like throwing 
a disc1,ls. Before you know it, you 
have a new theory of design
urban non-design (everything is 
going to work itselI out, and "The 
Mess" is really Pop Art). You 
also get a new kind of architecture 
-non-architecture or "action ar
chitecture"; and you get stream
of-consciousness-cities. In short, 
architects become non-architects. 

We certainly do not think that 
all of our world should be planned I 
But we do believe that urban de
sign is too serious a matter to be 

left to the exterior decorators. 
What is being proposed by those 
who talk about " tyle" and "imag
ery" is the abandonment of our 
primary responsibility, which is 
and remains, as we have said be
fore, the human condition. 

We recall that there were some 
men, not very long ago---men like 
Le Corbusier, now easily maligned 
-who under tood that the way to 
start rebuilding the world was to 
crash the party, to call for the 
most radical measures, to declare 
yourself deeply committed to 
changing the human condition. 
"When we began our symphony," 
Le Corbusier once said, "our con
tinual role was to appear as tough 
guy , with dirty, muddy boots 
stamping into an elegant and tran
quil society in order to make our 
point." 

We recall these exhortations, 
and we propo e to follow them. It 
is very diverting to hear about 

Carcassonne (above) and San 
Gimignano (yes, we love them, 
too). But the time is OW, and 
the crisis is NOW, and the com
mitment i to the NOW. 

(In the time it will take you to 
read this issue of the FORUM, the 
population of the earth will have 
increased by about 27,400 human 
beings, net. End of sermon.) 

CITIES 
Y IEAR OF D IEMONSTRATIONS 

President Johnson has asked 
Congress to (belatedly) fund the 
rent supplement program, continue 
other urban aids at about their 
present (inadequate) levels, and 
begin a series of (limited) demon
strations of what a well planned 
and designed environment could 
be like. 

The demonstration proposals 
were unveiled with oratorical fan
fare in the President's special mes-
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happily displaying a model of the 
vest pocket park (above), to be 
completed this summer, said: 
"While the primary purpose of this 
plaza will be to provide an attrac
tive outdoor resting place in the 
midst of a huge city, I hope that 
it will have equal importance as 
an experiment in a new kind of 
small urban park." 

New York's new mayor, John V. 
Lindsay, and his energetic parks 
commissioner, Thomas P. F. Hov
ing, hope so too. They have asked 
the state legislature for the money 
and authority to develop $95 mil
lion worth of vest pocket parks 
and recreation areas in congested 
parts of the city. A forerunner of 
these already is planned on a site 
originally acquired for an express
way whose fate is in doubt. 
Designed by ·M. Paul Friedberg, it 
will be a "knockdown" playground 
fur easy dismantling in case the 
road should eventually go through. 

•AUTOLAND 
HELP! 

Federal Highway Administrator 
Rex M. Whitton's recently ap
pointed Advisory Board of Urban 
Consultants (see Jan./Feb. issue) 
is now preparing "guidelines for 
integration of highway facilities in 
the urban environment." Mean
while, apparently, Whitton feels 
free to ignore sueh matters alto
gether: in late January, just two 
days before the new Board was to 
hold its first meeting, Whitton 
approved plans for a devastating 
elevated, six-lane expressway 
through New Orlen.n's Vieux Carre. 

As approved by Whitton, the ex
pre~ay will be about as uninte
grated as one can get. It will 
run right along the Mississippi 
shore and smack in front of his-
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toric Jackson Square, overwhelm
ing the French Quarter and 
squelching any hopes of ever 
developing the shabby riverfront 
into a pleasant open space. 

Various citizens groups have 
been fighting the scheme since it 
was fir t propo ed by none other 
than ew York's Robert Moses 
nearly a decade ago. Many alter
nate schemes to save the river and 
the Vieux Carre have been put 
forth; some have been rejected, 
others ignored completely, by the 
City Planning Commission. 

Since Whitton's approval was 
announced, protesters have grown 
in numbers and volume. One 
group, Vieux Carre Property 
Owners and A ociates, Inc., has 
sent letters to newspapers all over 
the country, "seeking help from 
the nation" in its cause. A group 
of young New Orleanians have 
banded together under the name 
"HELP" (for Help E tablish 
Logical Planning), and are distri
buting handbills (below) and 
posters throughout the city. An
other group, the Louisiana Council 
of the Vieux Carre, is seeking to 
coordinate the various protest 
activities and is pressing for an 
urban planning survey of the area. 

Whitton's new Advisory Board 
reportedly would like to do a 
thorough investigation of the New 
Orleans scheme, but so far Whit
ton hasn't asked them. Apparently, 
the Board's advice is to be limited 
to hypothetical cases. 

HELPI 
P. 0. BOX 2456 

CUSTOM HOUSE STATION 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 7011E 

(Help Estoblish Logical Planning) 

AUT OPHOBIA 

The First International Confer
ence on Urban Transportation, 
which brought more than 1,200 
planners, designers and public offi
cials to Pittsburgh last month, 
seemed almost morbidly preoccu
pied with the automobile. Speaker 
after speaker spent as much time 
attacking cars as advancing ideas 
for other modes of travel. 

"We have made the cloverleaf our 
national flower," mourned Stuart 
T. Saunders, chairman of the board 
of Penn ylvania Railroad." As road 
congestion increases, as highway 
deaths reach approximately 1,000 a 
week, and more and more valuable 
land is blacktopped from the tax 
rolls, we are finding that express
ways alone are not the answer." 

Architect Max Abramovitz put 
the problem even more succinctly: 
"New York City moves into its 
own core three and a third million 
people a day," he said. "Nine per 
cent come by car and taxi, 72 per 
cent by subway, 11 per cent by 
commuter railroads. Now, if we 
doubled every street in Manhat
tan, every avenue, every bridge, 
every tunnel-and I needn't tell 
you what that would do to the 
city and what it would do to the 
dollar sign-we would only raise 
the 9 per cent [in cars and taxis] 
to 22 per cent. We are on the 
wrong track." 

The right track is the railway 
track, mo t conference participants 
agreed. "Just as the Federal gov
ernment has supported the inter
state highway system with 90 per 
cent financing," said Dr. William 
D. McClelland, chairman of the 
Allegheny County (Pennsylvania) 
Commissioners, " it must now fur
nish the same measure of support 
for mass transit in the metropoli
tan areas of the United States." 

-REFORM 
M ORE IN SORROW 

There were bad guys in all of 
New York City's boroughs, or so 
it seemed last month when the 
State Investigation Commission 
held public hearings on manage
ment of the state's Mitchell-Lama 

middle-income housing pro 
In Riverdale, Coney Island 
Harlem the charges were 
same: favoritism in the sele 
of project spon ors, huge 
falls for builder and for ext 
ous consultants, fat legal fe 
prominent elected officials w 
law firms represented sponsors 
builders. 

Irregularities are perhaps 
evitable in the administratio 
such a vast program as Mite 
Lama. Since its inception in 1 
it has provided 37,000 apartm 
for families earning too muc 
qualify for public housing and 
little to afford decent prh 
dwellings. Projects for 35,000 
units are either planned or un 
construction. The law all 
limited-profit housing compan 
as the sponsors, to get low 
terest, Jong-term mortgage lo 
for 90 per cent of the cost o 
project. No other program, F 
era! or state, has produced half 
many apartments for New Y 
City's middle-income familie . 

The fault i not in the Mitch 
Lama law itself, a point m 
clear when the Commission reco 
mended tighter administrat1 
procedures but no legislat 
remedies. It criticism was voio 
more in sorrow than in ange 
sorrow that the scandal wo 
provide ammunition for the en 
mies of publicly aided housing. 

THE PLANET EARTH 

For a while in the early sixtii 
it looked as though man's last frd 
tier was somewhere out among tJ 
stars and there was a rib-bruis· , 
rush among some of the nation 
major corporations to help ta1 
the first step toward putting 
man on the moon and getting h · 
back again. 

But suddenly, in mid-decade, hi 
come the realization that some 
the real frontiers, with the gre 
est challenges-and the great 
profits-lie much closer to ho 
The aero space industry, in parti 
ular, has discovered that what 
has to sell is not just rockets, m· 
sites, super sonic aircraft an 
other hardware, but the ability 
solve problems. And the proble 
are no further away than the ne 
est freeway or the closest pollute 
stream. 

With more than its share 
problems, California has begun 
channel the abilities of its b 

(continued on page 86 



Mr. Johnson's 
Cut-rate 
Revolution 

On January 27, in his pecial me age on citie , President John
son offered Congre s the opportunity to '' et in motion force 
of change in great urban areas that will make them the master
piece of our civilization." He proposed "a ma ive Demon tra
tion Cities Program ... an effort larger in cope, more compre
hensive, more concentrated, than any that bas gone before.'' He 
then a ked Congress to devote .0106 per cent of the Federal budget 
for :fi cal 1967 to begin the ta k. Please note the position of 1the 
decimal point. 

Mr. Johnson thus widened the oratory gap-the distance be
tween Presidential prose and budgetary proposals in urban affair 
~to a new dimension. It was particularly unfortunate that the 
Demons·tration Cities Program should be the subject, for con
tained within this program are more innovative ideas than have 
appeared in a decade of housing bill and me age . Carried to 
their logical conclusion, they could produce a virtual revolution 
in the form of Federal involvement in urban affairs. 

The basic concept behind the program i to bring to bear on 
slum neighborhoods the full range of available improvement pro
grams--physical and ocial, Federal and local, public and private 
-in one grand concerted attack. Its aim, according to Secretary 
Robert Weaver of Hou ing and Urban Development, would be 
"to concentrate all available resources in planning tools, in hou -
ing construction, in job training, in health facilitie , in recreation, 
in welfare programs, in education, to improve the conditions of 
life in urban areas." 
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The program's stand
ards are exacting, its 
formula for aid complex 

To qualify for the program's 
special financial aids, each local 
effort would have to meet a series 
of significant specifications: 
.,.. It would have to be neigh
borhood-wide, and big enough to 
affect the development of the en
tire city; 
.,.. It would have to provide "a 
substantial increase" in the 
stock of low and moderate cost 
housing, and of shopping, trans
portation, and recreation facili
ties needed to make up a "bal
anced" neighborhood; 
.,.. It would have to promise 
"marked progress" in upgrading 
the lives of the poor, not only 
by including educational and so
cial services, but also by encour
aging theil' participation in the 
planning of the program and 
pl'Oviding "maximum opportuni
ties for employing residents of 
the area" in its execution. 

An almost equally significant 
set of standards is contained in 
the criteria by which applica
tions would be culled. The dem
onstration projects would be 
judged by whether they "encour
age good community relations 
and counteract the segregation 
of housing by race or income," 
which makes this the first hous
ing program to have integration 
as a positive goal. Other such 
criteria include the application 
of a "high standard of design" 
and the use of advanced building 
technology. 

The encouragement of these 
reforms would be in a lump sum 
of Federal money, arrived at 
through a complicated formula. 
HUD would compute the amount 
on the basis of paying 90 per 
cent of the cost of planning each 
demonstration program; 80 per 
cent of administering its non
Federal aspects; and 80 per cent 
of the local share of federally 
aided activities. If, for example, 
one of the social aspects of the 
program were carried out with 
matching funds from the U.S. 
Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare, HUD would 
pay 80 per cent of the half that 
HEW didn't-leaving the city 
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theoretically obligated for only 
10 per cent of the total. 

The obligation is theoretical, 
because once the city gets the 
money for a demonstration pro
gram, it can be spent almost any 
way it pleases. The money is, as 
the feds say, "unearmarked" ex
cept that it must advance the 
overall goals of the program. To 
return to the example above, 
having used the HEW program 
to arrive at its share of HUD 
demonstration money, the city 
could cancel the HEW part alto
gether and use every penny for 
urban renewal. 

Another peculiarity of the for
mula is that only existing pro
grams, or those for which appli
cation has been made, can be 
used in computing the amount of 
demonstration aid. Thus, our 
city-in-point could not suddenly 
make up a long list of new 
physical, social, or educational 
projects it wants to undertake 
as part of the demonstration, 
then base its application for 
HUD money on them. Each must 
already be underway or in prep
aration, although, again, once 
the city has the demonstration 
money it can start whatever new 
projects it wishes. 

To see that the city finishes 
what it starts and keeps to its 
stated objectives, it would have 
the watchful assistance of a res
ident Federal coordinator. Imme
diately after proposal of the 
demonstration program, this in
dividual was dubbed Super
mayor by local officials fearful 
of theil' sovereignty. HUD Sec
retary Weaver invited 25 real 
mayors to his office a few weeks 
ago, and attempted to convince 
them that the coordinator would 
be theirs, not his. He was re
ported moderately successful. 

The importance of the 
program is in its con
cepts, not in its scope 

The amount proposed for the 
program in the current Johnson 
budget is $12 million, which, it 
can be argued, is not quite as piti
able as it first sounds. It is only 
the planning money, and HUD 
believes it will take a year to get 
through the planning phase. The 

demonstration programs proper 
would be carried out in the fol
lowing five years. Congress will 
be asked to make an advance 
commitment of $2.3 billion, to 
be appropriated over these six 
years, which HUD currently in
tends to spend in 60 to 70 cities. 

Still, the importance of the 
demonstration cities program 
clearly is in its approach, rather 
than its scope. The key concepts 
are as follows : 

1. The program is concerned 
'vith people as well as buildings. 
Its objective is the renewal of 
the lives of the urban poor, not 
just theil' dwellings. It should 
encourage a far closer liaison be
tween physical and social im
provement agencies-and a wid
ening of goals among local hous
ing and renewal officials. It would 
constitute a concerted (if lim
ited) attack on the social ills by 
which physical blight is created, 
not just on the symptoms. 

2. The program will, therefore, 
focus the tools and money of the 
Federal government where they 
should be focused-on the na
tion's urban slums. Federal ur
ban renewal assistance has been 
spread among more than 800 
llities. It has also been diverted 
to any number of noble purposes 
-the upgrading of the cities' 
images, the luring of the middle 
class back from the suburbs
while the slums remain. The dem
on tration program, with its re
quirements for low-income hous
ing and assistance to the poor, 
puts first things first. 

3. The program also provides 
the means of guarding the integ
rity of its goals. The idea of in
stalling a Federal coordinator in 
the demonstration cities is likely 
to be unpalatable to the degree 
that it is necessary. 

In addition to providing a 
stick, the program also holds out 
a canot to encourage the en
lightenment of city hall. Compe
tition among cities for the dem
onstration money already has be
gun, and competition is, after 
all, the American way of encour
aging excellence. Also, this is 
money the cities can very largely 
use as they pleas&---an especially 
nice kind of money to get-so 
long as they remain faithful to 
the objectives they themselves 

have set for their projects. 
4. Finally, the idea of demon

strations in itself has special 
promise. The condition of the 
urban environment remains the 
great cultural blind spot of the 
American people. A case can be 
made that they don't demand 
anything better in the way of 
cities because they don't know 
anything better. The creation of 
a few "masterpieces" might 
open their eyes in a way that 
words (or pictures of European 
cities) cannot. 

The amount Mr. John
son is asking won't seem 
so 'massive' cut 60 ways 

But urban masterpieces don't 
come as cheaply as the President 
would have us believe. In his cit
ies message, Mr. Johnson cor
rectly pointed out that "the size 
and scale of urban assistance 
has been too small, and too 
widely dispersed." And again, 
"Insufficient resources cause ex
tensive delays in many projects. 
The result is growing blight and 
overcrowding that thwart our 
best efforts to resist them." 

The Demonstration Cities Pro
gram would co1Tect some of the 
dispersion, but would not go far 
toward bringing the remedies 
into scale with the problem. The 
expenditure of $2.3 billion over 
six years, split among 60 or 
more cities, sounds a good deal 
more "insufficient" than "mas
sive." 

This amount will be supple
mented, of course, by funds 
from other Federal programs, 
and from local public and pri
vate sources. HUD has had a 
series of "statistical models" 
constructed which indicate total 
outlays of $5 to 6 billion by all 
concerned. 

In this respect, however, it 
seems curious to limit the cities' 
efforts by holding their grants 
to the amounts requirea to carry 
out existing programs. The in
tent of the program seems to 
be to change and broaden the 
cities' attack on their slums, not 
just to provide side-door finan
cing for doing more of the same. 
This dearly implies the use of 
tools the cities have not previ
ously thought to try. 



T HE Demonstration Cities Program is, in the end, undistilled 
domestic Johnson. It contains ideas bold enough to please the 

liberal reformers (particularly the aoademic reformers of Cam
bridge and environs, now so well represented at the highest levels 
of HUD). But it is sufficiently bound up in administrative and 
budgetary restrictions to appease conservatives, inside Congress 
and out. The President has again demonstrated that, in regard to 
urban problems, his vision is high, his reach long, and his fist 
all too tight. 

Past urban programs, the President said in his cities message, 
"have built a platform from which we may see how far is the 
reborn city we desire." It would be unfortunate if the Demonstra
tion Cities Program, for all of its ambitions, merely built the plat
form a little higher, and left the view almost as before. 
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THINKS TWICE 
When architects think of the In
ternational Business l\fachines 
Corporation, they are apt to 
think of buildings like the one 
at the upper left: adventurous, 
di tinguished, designed by a big
name practitioner (in this case, 
Paul Rudolph). Over the past 
decade, the blocky IBM mono
gram has been made a symbol of 
enlightened corporate patronage. 

But recently that monogram 
has been appearing on buildings 
like the one beneath: ungainly, 
undistinguished, and, wor e yet, 
designed by engineers for a 
package builder. Overnight, it 
seems, IBl\f has become less a 
patron than a hard-nosed client 
out to build cheap and fast. 

The apparent change, begin
ning late in 1963, ha become the 
most talked about open secret in 
architecture. IBM, the tory 
goes, became fed up with the cost 
of what the big-name architects 
were doing. Some jobs in de ign 
were cancelled altogether, others 
were cut to the bone. Finally, 
IBM began letting major con
tract to those arch-enemie of 
architects, the package builders. 

In outline, the story is sub
stantially accurate. IBM has in
deed gone through a sharp 
change in building policy. But in 
reality, the situation is moro 
complex-and more instructive 
-than the rumors have it. To 
find t he facts of the ituation, 

The handsome new manufacturing, en 
gineering, and administration building 
at East Fishkill , New York (upper left), 
was designed by Paul Rudolph in 1963; 
IBM would never do it that way again. A 
nearly completed factory at Endicott , 
New York, was designed by Burn s & 
McDonnell, Engineers (for the package 
contractor, Huber, Hunt & Nichols); IBM 
d idn 't do it th is way before. 

the FORUM talked both to IBM 
officials and their architect . 

The conversations were neces
sarily guarded and mainly off
the-record. From them, however, 
certain conclusion emerge. One 
i that IBl\I wa never a open
handed a patron as it had been 
pictured. Another is that the cor
poration still has architectural 
aspiration , although more lim
ited than in the past. And a 
third is that it change in policy 
was brought about les by a 
search for real economy than by 
a conscious change of image. 

In 1956, when IBM tarted it 
de ign program, it had been in 
the computer busines only a few 
years. Thomas J. Wat on Jr. had 
taken over from his aging father, 
and wa remaking the corpora
tion in ide and out. Wat on 
wanted every visible part of 
IB I-building , graphics, and 
products-to bespeak a growing 
company that had tied its future 
to advanced technology. 

To guide his de ign rernlution, 
Watson chose E liot Noye, whom 
he bad met when oyes was de
signing an IBM typewriter in 
the office of Norman Bel Ged
des. Noyes, who had a back· 
ground in both architectural and 
indu trial design, had since open
ed his own firm. Watson invited 
him to become IBM's "consultant 
director of design." 

oyes brought ;..n Paul Rand 
to de ign the IBM monogram, 
and set about giving the com
pany's product the clean-line, 
no-nonsen e look they have had 
ever since. He then turned to the 
task of giving IBM' buildings 
architectural quality to match its 
growing corporate leadership. 
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IlrID~: Progress 
Noyes himself broke the ar
chitectural ice, first by remodel
ing IBM's Manhattan headquar
ters and then by designing a 
cri p new laboratory (top, right) 
for its production complex in 
Poughkeep ie, ~- Y. The labora
tory was not intended as a 
prototype, however : Noyes had 
convinced Watson that the only 
consistent thing about IBM 
buildings should be quality. His 
idea was to bring in top archi
tects-one of the first was Eero 
Saarinen for the Rochester, 
Minn., factory (second from the 
top )-then let them react in 
their own ways to the specifia 
conditions at hand. 

This idea was adopted and ap
plied to the three kinds of build
ing programs that IBM had 
underway. The first was the 
con truction of "corporate build
ings" for IBM's own use and 
ownership (the Poughkeepsie 
labs, the Rochester factory, 
Saarinen's research center at 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y., shown 
at bottom right). 

The second was construction 
of IBM branch offices through
out the U.S., built by entrepre
neurs partially or wholly for 
IBM occupancy. In exchange for 
substantial leases as the bell
wether tenant, IBM obtained a 
large share of control over de
sign and construction. Some of 
IBM's biggest urban landmarks 
(the 13- tory Pittsburgh branch 
by Curtis & Davis, the 19-story 
Seattle branch by Minoru Yama
saki) were built under this •ar
rangement. 

The third was construction of 
overseas branches through the 
subsidiary IBM World Trade 
Corporation, a program that 
constituted a privately financed 
architectural Marshall Plan. Eu
rope is dotted with impressive 
IBM buildings (·among them 
Marcel Breuer's sculptural re
search laboratory on the French 
Riviera, third from top) . 

Architects chosen for the flood 
of prestigious IBM commissions 
of the late 1950's dealt directly 
with the IBM people who would 
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use their buildings. There was no 
overall control of design, except 
for an undogmatic review by 
Noyes in hi role as consultant. 
Watson's interest in good archi
tecture, coupled 'vith Noyes's di
rect access to Watson, was •a po
tent influence during this period. 

It is important to record that 
even in these early years not 
every IBM building was an ar
chitectural landmark. The com
pany built its share of medioc
rity, and received its share of 
complaints from architects •about 
the kinds of contractors it used 
and the number of changes it 
made. Economy waves came and 
went with regularity. The com
pany's building policy was by 
no means fixed on a goal of ex
cellence at any cost. 

BY the early 1960's, in fact, 
this policy had changed in a 

way that foreshadowed what was 
to come later. As the rate of 
building increased, IBM felt the 
need for more centralized control 
of its construction program. All 
company-owned projects were 
placed under a Corporate Facili
ties Planning Department, which 
prepared preliminary layouts 
and worked clo ely with archi
tects. This department, in effect, 
became the client, rather than the 
people who would use the build
ings. Control over the design of 
leased branch offices was given 
to regional sales headquarters in 
Los Angeles, Chicago, and New 
York. 

One architect who worked on 
several IBM buildings, before 
and after this change was made, 
recalls wistfully how "satisfying" 
it was on his first job to work 
directly with the people who 
would have to live with the pro
ject. Later, he said, he was sub
ject to "policies from above, in
flexibly applied" and "conven
tional, often old-fashioned con
cepts of economy." There was al
ways a second line of communi
cation for Watson's policies 
through Eliot Noyes. But even 
a man of his energy couldn't be 
everywhere at once. 





Ildfil~: Crisis 
At the end of 1963, IBM's build
ing program underwent an up
heaval that made all the previous 
changes seem minor. To many 
architects working on IBM proj
ects at the time, it seemecl like 
a cataclysm. 

For one thing, control over all 
builcling in the U. S. was turnecl 
over to a ingle, central Real Es
tate ancl Construction Divi ion, 
headecl by the former general 
manager of IBM's Typewriter 
Division, H. Wisner Miller Jr. 
The title of the new division in
dicated one major reason for it 
establishment: IBM had decided 
to invest in some real estate-its 
own branch office buildings. 

The other reason soon became 
clear: central control would 
make possible a sweeping change 
of design direction throughout 
the company. IBM's architectur
al image up to that time had 
been fine for a company working 
its way up in a pioneering field, 
but now the situation had 
changecl. Computers had become 
very big business indeed and 
IBM held an awesome lead, with 
over 70 per cent of U.S. produc
tion. Smaller producers that bad 
been pa ed at the fir t turn--or 
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entered the race late-were snap
ping at the company's heels. 

In this situation, IBM appar
ently decided that an image of 
wealth wa a liability. Custom
ers might suspect they could get 
a better deal from plain-pipe
rack competitors; the federal 
government-both a customer 
and a regulator-might begin to 
wonder about IBM's domination 
of the field. 

W HEN the wind changed the 
architects were the first to 

feel it. The new division set 
right to work scrutinizing every 
job in progress for signs of ap
parent lavishness. "Apparent" i 
the key word here: one architect 
who rode out the storm (and 
many didn't) sums up the gen
eral reaction: "IBM wanted aus
terity, at any price." 

The price, in some cases, was 
waste. Stories abound of carpet 
removed or fine wood painted 
over. On one project glaz d 
brick judged too elegant for 
walls was reportedly disposed of 
by building storm sewer out of 
it. 

A typical example was the 
tale of what happened to a mod
est employee cafeteria at Endi
cott, New York (left). Designed 
by Sherwood, Mill. & Smith a 
an inward-focused refuge in a 
drab industrial neighborhood, it 
was scored by a high ranking 
IBM executive as a "country 
club". Planters, carpeting and a 
culptured wood screen-all in

stalled in full accordance with 
program ancl budget-were re
moved. 

Where it was not yet too late, 
designs were cut back on paper. 
The effect oon be een by com
paring design for two buildings, 
as published in the FORUM, with 
the same buildings as constructed 
(right). These two designs were 
as extravagant in form as any 
IBM ever accepted. The finished 
buildings not only show the im
mediate effect of IBM's austerity 
drive, they repre ent a kind of 
architecture IBJ\I no longer 
seems to want at any price. 





TIIID~ : Dutlaak 
The package builder appeared 
on the IBM scene only after the 
newly formed construction divis
ion was beset with a sudden de
mand for millions of square feet 
of space. Unlike earlier surges 
of construction, this one was 
composed largely of factories. 

In April 1964, to meet mount
ing competition head-on, IBM in
troduced its new "360" line of 
computers, which made such an 
overwhelming hit that the com
pany has so far been able to fill 
only a portion of several thou
sand "360's" on order. In an 
effort to catch up with the back
log, IBM reportedly boosted its 
annual construction ·budget from 
around $30 million in 1962 and 
1963 to around $70 million since 
then. ]\filler estimates ihat "85 
to 90 per cent of current build
ing effort stems directly from 
the 360". 

Of the 19 major projects 
started under the new division, 
nine have been built under pack
age contracts. Miller claims he 
has turned to the package dealer 
only where speed was the over
riding consideration. He is 
aware, he says, of the virtues of 
the architect-designed, architect
supervised building, but he in
sists that they cost time and 
money. Most architects will con
cede that professional service 
takes more time, but contend 
that it insures greater economy, 
in terms of value received. 

One of the undoubted attrac
tions of the package builder is 
that be offers space of a speci
fied quality at a definite cost, on 
a prescribed schedule. Much cor
porate decision-making-and re
consideration-is simply elimin
ated, but there is a need for 
more detailed programming. 

For some of his new building 
projects, Miller has recently tried 
a phased-construction system not 
uncommon in industrial build
ing : Contracts are let in se
quence, the architect remaining 
in control from start to finish. 
IBM seems pleased with this ap
proach, which has allowed occu
pancy of some space barely a 
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year after the start of planning. 
(The AJA Industrial Buildings 
Committee, which urged Miller 
to try it, is equally pleased.) 

Having tried at least three dis
tinct methods of building design, 
IBM is naturally coming up with 
a mixed bag of results. Some of 
the best architect-designed IBM 
buildings completed in the past 
year-buildings like the Phila
delphia branch office (right) and 
the Milwaukee branch (Nov. 
'65 issue)-were actually de
signed before the division wa 
established. The phased-construc
tion system is producing big 
straight-forward factories by big 
production-oriented firms (top 
right). The package-contract 
buildings (lower right) are, pre
dictably, the least impressive. 

W HERE IBM will go from 
here appears uncertain. J\fil

ler is quite willing to go on 
building all three ways, depend
ing on the situation, but he clear
ly wants no artistic nonsense 
from his architects. ("In some 
cases," he told a Building Re-
earch Institute conference last 

year, "architects resist accom
modating the owner's needs un
der the guise of architecturnl 
integrity.") 

Noyes, who should know, says 
the period of adjustment is 
about over and predicts that 
IB:M: will begin some fine build
ings in the near future. 

Watson, whose attitude will 
count the most in the long run, 
isn't saying much about archi
tecture at the moment, at least 
not publicly. 

The lesson of the IBM story 
to date seems to be this: IBM 
turned to the architects not so 
much for quality or efficiency but 
for an image. Image-making is 
a seductive job for the architect; 
it leads to extravagance--of 
form if not of cost-and diverts 
attention from the task of solv
ing straight-forward problems. 
And the danger for the architect 
as image-maker is clear : t.he day 
may come when the client no 
longer wants that image. 

-JOHN J\foRRIS DIXON 



he scale of IBM's present bu ilding pro
gram is indicated in their 465,000· 
square-foot manufactur ing complex now 
under construction at Boulder, Colorado 
(above) . It was designed by Smith, 
Hinchman & Grylls following a phased 
system, with contracts let for site work, 
foundations, etc., before later stages of 
design were completed . Walls are of 
precast panels , with a coarse exposed 
aggregate. The Rocky Mountains give 
the plant a fortuitous backdrop. 

IBM is still build ing branches all over 
the world , all of them designed by archi· 
tects . The recently completed Philadel · 
phia branch (left) by Vincent Kling, the 
first one of them to be actually owned 
by the company, brings the sharp con
trast of dark glass and limestone to the 
general drabness of Penn Center. 

The new Los Angeles "aerospace" 
branch office (right) is one of several 
recently designed by Eliot Noyes, IBM 's 
consultant director of design. In an ap· 
parent effort to demonstrate the econo
mies possible through design, he has 
been experimenting with precast con· 
crete wall systems that include built-in 
sun control. 

A products development laboratory at 
Poughkeepsie, New York (below). is one 
of the recent IBM buildings constructed 
under package contracts . In a mere 12 
months from the start of planning, at a 
cost of about $14 per square foot, the 
company obtained 150,000 -square feet 
oJ just plain space. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Page 32: Scott·d 'Ara
zien, Sickles Service. Page 34 : Ezra 
Stoller, Baltazar Korab, IBM, George 
Cserna. Page 36: Louis Reens. Page 37: 
Scott·d' Arazien , George Cserna. Page 
38: Don Carlson, Ezra Stoller Assocs. 
Page 39: Amir Farr. 
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REPETITION WITHOUT MONOTONY was characteristic of the earliest human settlements. 

Dwelling forms determined by a limited range of materials and techniques produced an underlying consistency; specific needs and irregular terrain 

caused variations in dimensions, openings, and smaller elements from house to house. In isolated places, where building methods have not changed 

for centuries, the result still can be experienced today. Throughout the Mediterranean region there are ancient communities that illustrate the 

possibilities of repetitive form, using a variety of basic building blocks. 

PHOTOGRAPHS ANO COMMENTARY BY MYRON GOLDFINGER, NEW YORK ARCHITECT AND DESIGN CRITIC AT PRATT INSTITUTE. 

The box-like buildings that make up the Portuguese fishing village of PALHEIROS DE T OCHA (above) stand in parallel rows above the undisturbed sand 

of a broad beach. They are roofed with red tile and supported on wood piles, except where the piles have recently been replaced with concrete block piers. 

There are smaller sheds among the houses, and many of the houses are now becoming sheds as new and undistinguished dwellings are built nearby. 

The Aegean island port of MYKON OS is a labyrinth constructed of white cubes. Slight changes in grade and subtle bends in the street produce the small offsets 

from cube to cube that lead the eye on along the streets. The softened edges of the whitewashed walls ease the sweep of vision from building to building. 

This play of forms is enriched by small areas of intense color on wood doors, window frames, balconies and railings. 





The Andalusian farm village of MIJAS is made up of rows of houses running along the contour lines of a steep hillside, facing outward toward 

a distant view of the Mediterranean. Because their depth is limited by the terrain, the houses present their broad sides to the elongated, terraced streets. 

The continuity of the whitewashed walls and the slightly offset red tile roofs accentuates the horizontality of the village. 

The town of BONIFACIO rises atop a sheer cliff on the southern tip of Corsica, across the straight from Sardinia. The boldness of the buildings, crowding pre- I 
cariously up to the edge, matches the boldness of the site itself. The narrow houses sprout up like a cluster of plant shoots from the strong horizontal rock shelf 





Masonry barrel vaults are the dominant architectural elements on the Aegean island of THIRA. The rows of houses are linked in an interdependent 

buttressing system. Variations in the height of the vaults, determined by differences in the width between party walls, give individuality to the houses. 

ALBEROBELLO (below) is the only substantial community of trulli, which are found only in the Apulia region of Italy. Each trullo consists of a square or 

rectangular base topped by a conical dry stone roof with a chalk-coated finial. Although the sizes of the cones vary, the proportions are maintained. 

The trulli are clustered together, buttressing each other, to form houses or groups of houses. 

Just as the technical limitations of the past led to repetitive form in housing, the advance building techniques we will have to apply to our massive future needs 

will lead naturally to standardization. Whether the result is satisfying order or numbing monotony will depend on the sensitivity of 

architects to human needs for variation, privacy, and community identity. The old communities shown here respect these needs; they indicate 

the kind of visual order that we ought to be seeking for housing today. 







The curious 
Walls of 
Larsen Hall 

That which stands, at left, behind 
the grassy Georgiana of Rad
cliffe College, is known officially 
as Roy E. Larsen Hall, the home 
of Harvard's high-powered grad
uate school of education. Around 
Harvard, it is known by several 
other names as well, most of 
them allusions to its form and 
curiously fenestrated walls. 

William W. Caudill, the build
ing's architect, cheerfully cited 
some of them at the dedication 
ceremonies last fall : "the genial 
robot," "mosque modern," "a 
three-dimensional IBM card," 
"Larsen's Castle." Caudill ex
pressed a preference for the last. 

"What's wrong with castles T" 
lie asked. "They were conceived 
in terms of logic and economy, 
and so was this building. Those 
old towerhouses were most in
genious. I like to think Larsen 
Hall is too, particularly in the 
way it connects with the earth 
and with the sky. The old-time 
castle planners knew what they 
wanted." 

Caudill and his clients also 
knew what they wanted in 
Larsen Hall, and are, for the 
most part, pleased with what 
they got. On the following pages 
are, first, a summary of their 
intentions and of how these in
tentions were caITied through ; 
then a dissent from one of those 
at Harvard who is not so 
pleased with Larsen Hall; and 
finally, a conclusion which will 
do little to still the controversy. 
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Larsen Hall is rooted a level below 
grade, in a sunken court ringed by 
specialized spaces. Bridges to the 
vestibule span this landscaped moat. 

The plan and program: 
A sunken court, 
an unobstructed core 

The departmental building com
mittee asked three things of 
its architects, according to 
Chairman Robert Anderson : to 
design a building that would be 
"memorable visually, an eye
catching symbol"; to provide "a 
fluid, flexible space appropriate 
to the constantly changing needs 
of our profession"; and "to 
make certain that our building 
would be a congenial neighbor." 

Armed with these objectives 
and specific space requirements, 
Anderson's committee sat down 
with a team of nine Caudill, 
Rowlett & Scott architects and 
engineers in a corner of the 
Harvard Faculty Club made 
over into a temporary drafting 
room. Five days later they 
emerged with the preliminary 
scheme for Larsen Hall. 

It was organized around what 
Caudill calls the "exo-skeletal" 
principle. Everything unmov
able-columns, stairs, elevators, 
air shafts, electrical raceways
is on the perimeter, leaving an 
unobstructed loft at the center. 
Of the six upper floors, four 
house individual faculties or pro
grams of the department, and 
each has chosen to subdivide the 
loft space differently into offi
ces, seminar rooms, and confer
ence rooms. Each also has its 
own meeting-dining room, dub
bed the "watering hole." 

A certain amount of neigh
borliness was imposed on the 
building by local zoning rules : 
it fills the entire permissible 
seven-story envelope, and gains 
an eighth by means of a sunken 
court. Other gestures of polite
ness were the breaking of the 
roofscape to echo the shapes of 
neal"by chimneys, and the use of 
local brick ("Harvard tweed": 
Caudill). The below-grade and 
ground floors have large glass 
areas to reduce the building's 
massiveness, but those above do 
not: the brick walls are broken 
only by large windows at each 
"watering hole," and smaller 
ones serving 36 per cent of the 
perimeter rooms. 
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The vestibule (a bove) and its arched 
entrance (be low): "When Richardson 
used an arch, he gave it a grandeur 
... that made it contemporary." 

A dissenting opinion: 
Inflexibility within, 
Expressionism without 

The following appraisal of Lar
sen Hall is by James Ackerman, 
chairman of the Harvard depart
ment of fine arts. It is excerpted 
from the fall issue of Connec
tion, published by students of 
the Graduate School of Design, 
Carpenter Genter, and the Fogg 
Art Museum at Harvard. 

Nobody wanted a bad build
ing. The faculty of the School 
of Education hoped for some
thing they could be proud of, 
and the architects must have 
thought of a Harvard commis
sion as a chance to prove them
selves in competition with the 
great designers of two centu
ries who have built here. The 
contractor handled the brick 
veneer with sensitivity, and 
everyone strained to do as little 
violence as possible to the his
toric area of Christ Church and 
small houses in which the build
ing is sited. Zoning restrictions 
necessitated a low percentage of 
land coverage. Nothing was ne
glected or rushed. In a word, the 
goals of the school and of the 
designers seem to have been 
fulfilled. But they were the 
wrong goals. 

I am not concerned so much 
with the building as with the 
state of mind it represents, 
which is common in recent archi
tecture. 

There are two education build
ings. One, devoted to utility, is 
an eight-story office block. The 
other, devoted to expression, is 
a cubic shell with some aper
tures and bumps. The two are 
almost independent. This is not 
said in criticism but as fact; in 
principle, such separation is not 
wrong unless it serves no rea
sonable purpose or inhibits the 
activities of the users of the 
building (there are, for example, 
some fine Baroque facades ap
plied to Medieval churches). 

But before putting Larsen 
Hall to that test, let us ask what 
the expressive shell expresses. 
In its materials, predominantly 
brick, it states its community 



·ith the other big buildings in 
he neighborhood (nothing could 
iave been done to make a bond 
1rith the small wooden build
ngs); by its form (blockiness, 
11ass, deep openings and projec
tions, minimal glass surface, ab
sence of subdivision by :floor 
level except by a variation in 
the brick courses), it seeks to 
state a number of purposes: the 
weightiness and solidity of an 
institutional building and, in its 
Roman/Romanesque arches and 
Medieval window embrasures, 
some link with a di tant past. 

The choice of a brick veneer 
in this site is acceptable; it ob
scures the nature of the struc
ture and evades mid-20th cen
tury techniques, but neither the 
revealing of structure nor the 
use of new technologies can 
guarantee good design. But to 
what end is the veneer used? 

Like much recent architecture, 
it aspires to monumentality, 
tradition, richness and variety 
as an antidote to the esthetic 
of the glass box. The glass box, 
however, has the virtue of being 
ordinary prose, which anyone 
who knows the language can 
talk passably (though it is hard 
to speak elegantly). The archi
tecture of monumental expres-
iveness is poetry, an infinitely 

more difficult and demanding 
form of communication that has 
to be composed with learning 
and sensitivity. In either prose 
or poetry, banality is common, 
but in poetry there is the added 
danger of sham. 

LARSEN HALL'S closest parallel is 
to Elll·opean Expressionist 

design of the twenties and 
thirties (cubic ma ses of the 
block, windows emerging in re
lief or penetrating, with canted 
jambs suggestive of Gothic de
fensive towers, vertical slashes 
of shadow, big arches referring 
to an undefined past, and in gen
eral the exaltation of effect over 
con iderations of convenience). 
Expressionist theory, which freed 
the artist, by virtue of his 
genius, for inspired creation, 
and absolved him of a respon
sibility to society, to tradition, 
or to current technology, pro
duced the kind of architecture 
that superficially resembles what 

any freewheeling romantic de
signer of our time might hit on, 
whether or not he knew that a 
theory existed. The original Ex
pressioni ts did produce some 
moving buildings; Mendelsohn 
is a good example. Expression
ism today is an anachronism. 

A look at two elements serves 
to demonstrate the point. The 

bulging window frames on all 
four elevations-hanging Zig
gurats, to mix a Babylonian 
metaphor-may be the most ar
bitrary architectural motifs of 
this arbitrary decade. If an ele
ment is contrary to structural 
logic and practice, if it is wholly 
unrelated to past or current vo
cabulary, and if it inhibits the 
very function for which it is de
signed (in this case by screen
ing the window from the light 
and view), it is indefensible even 
if it should be beautiful. 

Second, the entrance arches do 
not function structurally, but 
only as vague references to an 
antique ystem that has no rele
vance to our lives here and now. 
This is not to say that arches 
or historical allusion cannot be 
relevant; when Richardson used 
an arch, he gave it a grandeur 
and indivi.duality that made it 
contemporary and challenged the 
Middle Ages. But these are cut
outs designed to vary the fa
cade, architectural equivalents 
of the three holes that dignify 
Buick fenders. They are not 
portals even; the true entrances, 
as seen from the interior, are 
glazed rectangular bays, and the 
two upper stories cross the span 
of the arch, as if they had been 
forced in as an afterthought. 

To say that the outer shell 
fails expressively is not yet to 
say that the shell concept is mis
taken. It was elected for sound 
reasons. A plan in which the 
utilities, vents and vertical cir
culation occupy shafts on the 
perimeter, leaving an unencum
bered core, could easily better 
conventional solutions for office 
blocks by permitting :flexibility 
in distributing partitions. 

The freedom of interior plan
ning bought by the School of 
Education at such cost is squan
dered on most :floors by a dispo
sition which is no different from 

that of a conventional block: 
a central core (of offices, not 
utilities), an annular corridor, 
and an outer ring of offices in
serted between the stairs, toilets 
and elevators. Everything is in
trospective: the core dwellers 
look out, the perimeter dwellers 
in, at the dreary corridors, or 
across them at one another, and 
every passerby is a potential dis
turbance. 

The small size of the offices 
dictates the use of glass parti
tions, and the lack of a view or 
of natural light cannot induce 
concentration in these circum
stances. The total :floor space is 
so small that where larger areas 
are opened out for secretarial 
pools and study rooms, they must 
double as circulation; at every 
desk one has the sensation of 
being in a popular restaurant at 
the rush hour. 

The greatest misfortune of all 
is that the principle of :flexibil
ity was practiced only in the 
initial planning decisions. Then 
the :floors were subdivided into 
agglomerations of cells that are 
fixed in materials and techniques 
which will prove to be, in our 
future building economy, as per
manent as load-bearing masonry 
walls. It is incomprehensible 
that Harvard's School of Edu
cation, which pioneered in the 
concept of the multipurpose 
classroom with movable parti
tions, should have imposed on 
itself and on future generations 
such an inflexible workhive. 

I IMPLIBD at the start that some
thing was wrong with the 

state of mind that produced the 
design. Originally I should have 
defined it as willful, but now it 
seems simply confused. The 
architects, like most of their col
leagues in this country and 
abroad, just did not know where 
they belonged in the evolution 
of arnhitecture. They wanted to 
affirm certain traditions but 
couldn't. By misunderstanding, 
they cut themselves off from 
their inheritance and were left 
stranded with only their talent. 
It is not a mean talent, but it 
suggests the brilliant style of 
some writers who have nothing 
important to say. Serious archi
tecture needs more than that. 
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One of the wide windows peers out on 
a 19th century roofscape. Larsen Hall's 
own roof line was broken to reflect 
the robust Georgian chimneys. 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

Roy E. Larsen Hall, Harvard Graduate 
School of Education, Cambridge, Mass. 
Architects: Caudill, Rowlett, Scott. En
gineers: Wald & Zigas (mechanical 
and electrical). General Contractors: 
Wexler Construction Company. 
Total building area: 47,215 sq. ft. 
Cost: $1,464,132 (excluding land, 
landscaping, furnishings, fees). 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Robert Damara; ex
cept page 49 top, page 50, page 51 
top two and bottom by Lois M. Bowen. 
Page 51 third from top, Harvard. 

The form and context: 
Assertive patterns, 
larger than life size 

Both Caudill and the dean of the 
department, Theodore Sizer, de
cline to rebut the Ackerman 
criticism. In response to earlier 
barbs, however, the Caudill firm 
did prepare a fact sheet for use 
of school personnel. 

In it, the architects spoke of the 
"feeling of permanence" which 
they had sought, and acknowl
edged "a reaction against cur
tain walls as being dated circa 
1945-1960." The fenestration, 
they said, "is not entirely arbi
trary. Most of the windows are 
located where they were felt to 
be needed. It could be argued 
that all exterior wall rooms 
should enjoy their views, but this 
would lead to a glass box, which 
would not consider the climate 
[or] heating and cooling costs." 

Sizer says he hears remark
ably little grumbling about the 
building from his faculty mem
bers, and suggests three reasons 
for their relative contentment: 
first, they had been scattered 
about the campus "in ghastly 
places"; second, the barrage 
of outside criticism has made 
them defensive about the build
ing; and third, they were given 
ample opportunity to express 
their opinions. Sizer's own opin
ion of the building is favorable, 
but he adds: "Personally, I 
would like to see more windows." 

Yet it is the paucity and pat
terns of the windows which 
make Larsen Hall what it is, 
like it or not. The walls were 
treated as graphic devices in an 
attempt to make an ordinary 
building look extraordinary. In 
the process, they also made it 
look larger and more assertive, 
to the detriment of its context. 

Harvard and Radcliffe will 
survive; in the view at right, it 
is still the greenery and the 
Georgian which prevail. But the 
needless damage done by Larsen 
Hall (and some other recent 
Harvard buildings) suggests 
that it may no longer be enough 
for an architect to satisfy him
self and his immediate client. 

-DONALD CANTY 
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LINEAR CORE FOR A NEW TOWN 

Mechanical shafts (example left) 
add a vertical dimension to the 
drama of the growing linear 
culpture that is the town cen

ter of Cumbernauld, Scotland. 
Perched atop a hill not far from 
Glasgow, this first phase of con
struction houses all co=ercial 
facilities needed by .a community 
of 20,000, as well as public 
chambers (pointed roofs, top 
photo), and a strip of penthouses 
with portholes on one side (top) 
and picture windows on the 
other (right). Eventually the 
ingle-structure center will serve 

70,000 residents. Architect is 
Cumbernauld Development Corp. 

QUIET BACKDROP FOR A SQUARE 

Studiously self-effacing, John 
Carl W arnecke's Court of Claims 
building creates a quiet back
drop for the 19th century row 
houses which wall the east side 
of Washington's Lafayette 
Square--as quiet a backdrop as 
a 140-foot-high dark brick build
ing can provide, that is. The 
broad facade is accented only by 
bay windows on its top two floors 
which peer out over the rooftops 
of historic Madison Place. The 
bay windows reappear in the 
gate house (second building 
from right), which shelters a 
covered passageway to the land
scaped courtyard and the nearly 
landlocked main building behind. 
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FORMALITY FOR A CAMPUS 

The first dormitory quadrangle 
of Edward Durrell Stone's new 
Albany campus of the State 
University of New York is now 
the nearly symmetrical home of 
1,150 students. Its offset tower 
(below) has two- and three-story 
window walls between continu
ous precast concrete mullions. 
Stone's determinedly formal plan 
(sketch at left) calls for four 
such quadrangles, at the corners 
of a giant academic complex. A 
second is partially occupied, the 
initial segment of the academic 
complex (top photo) will be put 
to use this month, and comple
tion is scheduled for 1975. So 
far more than $72 million in 
construction contracts have been 
awarded for the giant complex. 

SHOOTING GALLERY FOR ATOMS 

The two-mile-long "klystron gal
lery" (definition on request) of 
Stanford University's Linear 
Accelerator Center (right) is 
probably the longest building in 
existence. A simple steel frame 
structure with metal siding and 
roof, it contains mechanical 
equipment for the world's larg
est straight line atom smasher. 
Every 31 feet the building bumps 
out to enclose a control room on 
the north and power and water 
sources on the south. Twenty
.five feet below the full length 
of the gallery's concrete :floor 
lies the accelerator housing, 
the world's longest cast-in
place concrete tube without ex
pansion or contraction joints. 
(The slash over the building 
is an auto overpass for a pro
posed freeway.) Architect-engi
neers are Aetro-Blume-Atkinson, 
with Charles Luckman Asso
ciates. 



PHOTOGRAPHS: Pages 54 and 55: 
Cu.mber=uld Development Carporation. 
Page 66: bottom, J. Alexander. Page 
56 : left, top and bottom, Ezra Stoller 
Associates; right, Sunderland Aerial 
Photographs. Page 57 : Robert Perron. 

BALCONIES FOR THE ELDERLY 

Crowning a low knoll along New 
Haven's Oak Street Connector
as if to guard the ravine through 
which the unfinished highway 
will pass-stands Paul Ru
dolph's nearly completed Craw
ford Housing for the Elderly. 
From its 109 balconies, one for 
each apartment, re idents will be 
able to enjoy a broad panorama 
of the city's urban renewal ae
complishments. Among the land
marks they will see are Ru
dolph's Temple Street Parking 
Garage and his Yale School of 

Arts and Architecture. 
In this building Rudolph has 

expressed his interest in cylin
drical forms and corrugated sur
faces in a very uncomplicated 
way. The poured-in-place con
crete frame has been enclosed in 
special concrete block with a 
ribbed surface. The stacks of 
balconies reproduce the ribbed 
pattern at vastly larger scale
and with variations. Broad, con
ventional balconies alternate with 
deep pulpit-like balconies; even 
this rhythm is broken here and 
there to stave off monotony. 
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ITTSBURGH 
LIBRARY: 
CLASS AMID 
THE CLUTTER 

Paul Schweikher's little branch 
library in Pittsburgh's Knox
ville section sits ealm and cool 
among garish neon-lit store
fronts and crumbling Victorian 
houses. It seems not the least 
disturbed by the surrounding 
turmoil-not even by the tangled 
cat's cradle of wires overhead 
(opposite page). 

The building's double-hooded, 
heavy-browed form gives it 
strength enough to draw atten
tion f:·om the din around it, yet 
its simplicity makes it appear as 
though it is not really trying to 
compete at all. In short, it is the 
most successful piece of small
scale urban design that Pitts
burgh has seen in a long time. 

Schweikher's restrained use of 
materials accounts for a great 
deal of the building's rock-like 
calm. On the exterior, the mate
rials are various shades of gray: 
concrete block walls, exposed 
concrete columns and beam , 
terne steel sheets on the hoods 
and roof, and granite paving at 
the entrances (the same as that 
used on the treet). All but the 

steel appear again inside, with 
the addition of white acoustic 
plaster within the hoods, oak 
strips over plywood in front of 
the service desk, and dark gray 
linoleum on the floor of the cen
tral reading area. 

Given this neighborhood as a 
setting, Schweikher felt that the 
library's interior bad to be a 
"quiet zone," a retreat from the 
cacophony outside. He also felt, 
however, that the ~pace must not 
be entirely isolated and aloof. So 
be set the two entrances--one for 
children, the other for adults
deeply in from the facade, but 
encased them in glass to provide 
a shielded link with the sidewalk 
(below). And he placed the two 
wedge-shaped monitors above the 
central reading area, with slots 
cut in them for natural light. 

The split between the hoods 
divides the children's reading 
room from the adults'. The chil
dren' pace i smaller than the 
adults'-wbich explains why the 
hoods are unequal in size: they 
express the scale of the human 
activities going on below. 
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The library's two reading areas occupy 
the high, central portion under the 
hoods (section, left, and photo, oppo
site). Flanking the reading areas are 
book stacks (left) at the rear and 
glassed-in offices behind a long serv
ice desk (bottom and opposite photos) 
between the two front entrances. Pre
cast concrete double-tees, exposed on 
the ceilings Inside, support the low 
roofs over the two sections. The 
children's and adults' book stacks are 
divided by a staircase (floor plan) to 
the lower floor and rear entrance. The 
lower level contains a "story hour 
room," employee lounge, rest rooms 
and mechanical-storage space. 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

Knoxville Branch, Carnegie Library of 
Pittsburgh, 400 Brownsvllle Rd., Pitts
burgh, Pa. Owner: City of Pittsburgh. 
Architect: Paul Schweikher. Engineers: 
Joseph Spagnuolo (structural); Dodson 
Engineering Co. (mechanical); Frank T. 
Wadlow (electrical). General Contrac
tors: B. Zambrano Co.; J. R. Huhn. 
Building area: 9,919 sq. ft. Construc
tion cost: $185,200 ($18.68 per sq. ft.). 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Pages 58-59, James 
Cook; Pages 60-61, Clyde Hare. 





STUDENT DORMS: 
A UNIVERSITY 
TRIES VARIETY 

BY DONLYN LYNDON 
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itcd along a Seattle ridge, the 
Unive!·sity of Washington cam
pus is a grand composition of 
au"\'.es and spaces dotted with 
monumental and, for the most 
part, powerful old buildings. Re
cent additions have been self
effacing, in the neo-Gothic, neo
Yamasaki manner, out of stndied 
deference to their tuToundings. 

Kirk, Wallace & McKinley 
now have bypassed both the 

Mr. Lyndon is the Forum's West Coast 
correspondent and chairman of the 
University of Oregon 's department of 
architecture. 

mode and the deference in add
ing a new dormitory to the west 
edge of the ridge, immediately 
adjacent to the one they com
pleted there nearly three years 
ago (.A.ug./Sept. '64 issue). The 
two are totally unlike, a fact re
flecting these architects' unusual 
capacity for learning from ex
perience, and their clients' will
ingness to try a variety of living 
conditions for the students. 

Haggett Hall (right above), 
the first, accommodated 800 tu
dents in units of 100; each floor 
housed 50 and braces of two 

floors were joined by two-story 
lounges. The basic unit of Mc
Mahon Hall, the new building, 
is a close grouping of eight to 
ten students, in small bedrooms 
clu tered around a communal 
living room. There are 12 clus
ters per floor (plus an advise1~s 
apartment, small typing closets, 
and laundry facilities) bringing 
the student population to 1,000. 

The living rooms all have 
large, cantilevered balconies, 
staggered within the standard 
bay according to variations in 
clu ter arrangement. Seen at a 

distance, this is a building of 
ominous bulk; seen at close 
range, the way its users see it, 
the balconie ' pattern makes it 
far less overwhelming. 

This pattern gives McMahon 
Hall its visual form, and thus 
the trong visual identity that 
justifies its departures from Hag
gett. In Academic Gothic days, 
students lived in quadrangles 
whose central spaces created a 
pervasive sen e of place_ When 
site and budget dictate a mono
lithic arrangement, the structure 
itself must be the place_ 
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As did its predece or, McMahon 
Hall puts its steeply sloping site 
to good use. Extending out over 
the hi ll ide is a p latform con
taining three levels of parking 
and one of dining rooms (see sec
tion). The p latform's roof, at 
the main floor level of the build
ing, is a large terrace, effectively 
walled on one side by Haggart 
Hall (photo above). 

What aippear to be glazed pa
vilions atop the terrace are the 
superstructures of clerestories 
for the <lining floor beneath. This 
floor (lower portion of plan at 

right) contain a large dining 
room, eating 300 students, 
flanked by six maller banquet 
rooms seating 100 each. 

The clear pans made possible 
by placing these part of the 
building out over the hill ide, 
away from the main slab, are 
supported by two rows of rough
surfaced concrete column that 
bound the large room (photo 
above and plan right). The e 
row pa directly through the 
four clerestories, and one column, 
differentiated from the rest, 
goes all the way up to up-



port the t rellised roof of t he 
projecting pavilion · overhead. 

On the main floor of the 
bui lding proper (upper portion 
of plan), similarly exposed and 
bush-hammered piers serve to 
channel paths of circulation. 
Thi floor contains :i. small 
library, which is constantly in 
great demand, and the building's 
only common lounges. 'l'he 
lounges, pockets of seating be
tween the column and off the 
paths, are used mainly as wait
ing rooms : the main student 
gathering places ar e the living 
rooms in the clusters upstairs. 
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The cluster scheme means that 
each resident of McMahon Hall 
has three kinds of spaces im
mediately available to him : a 
study and sleeping space (usu
ally shared with one other), a 
living room (small photo), and 
a balcony. The bedrooms are 
slightly smaller than u ual, to 
gain space for the living rooms. 

It is in the cluster corridors 
where the economy with which 
McMahon Hall was built begins 
to show (the architects point out 
that while Ivy League chools 
speud as much as $15,000 per 
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student for cluster quarters, 
state universities allow $6,000 at 
most). These corridors are tight 
and confusing, lacking the 
columnar order of the main floor. 

Once in ide the clusters, how
ever, the living rooms and bal
conies again make clear the 
building's social and structural 
order. From inside as well as 
out, the network of slender, over
lapping members - balconies, 
columns, and slanting sunshades 
-surround McMahon Hall with 
a thick and active boundary of 
penetrated space. 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

Edward and Theresa McMahon Hall , 
University of Washington, Seattle, 
Wash. Architects : Kirk, Wal~ace, Mc· 
Kinley & Associates. Engineers: Worth
ington, Skilling, Helle & Jackson 
(structural); James B. Notkin & As 
sociates (mechanical); Thomas E. 
Sparling & Associates (electrical) . 
Acoustical consultants : Robin M. 
Towne & Associates. Kitchen con
sultants : John Byers & Associates. 

Building area : 254,266 sq. ft. in 
student and dining levels; 60,250 sq. 
ft. In parking levels; 10,000 sq. ft. 
mechanical space. Total capacity of 
building: 1,000 students. Construction 
cost: $5,368,293. 

PHOTOGRAPHS : Hugh N. Stratford. 
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BUILDING A 
BETTER 
FARMHOUSE 
The houses presented on the 
next three pages are "extremely" 
pleasant, happy, smooth, kind, 
gentle, clean, clear, nice, new 
and good. But they are only 
"moderately" quiet, modern, re
laxed, beautiful, sharp, bright, 
peaceful, dry, strong, fre h, 
calm and full. 

That is how agricultural work
ers in California's San Joaquin 
Valley evaluated them recently 
in a "semruttic differential" srn·
vey. Their opinions are impor
tant, because the houses were 
developed specifically to meet 
their needs and to suit their 
meager incomes, which average 
less than $3,200 a year per fam
ily. They are intended as alter
natives to the inadequate hous
ing that private builders are 
currently providing. 

The three prototypes shown 
here are the results of a two-year 
demonstration project carried 
out by the University of Cali
fornia's architecture department 
under a grant from the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Ur
ban Development. The Berke
ley project team was headed by 
Henry Sanoff, an assistant pro
fes.sor of architcctUl'e, and in
cluded Tyrus Porter, Amo. 
Raipoport and Patrick Morreau. 

Despite the nea r-poverty in
comes of nonmigratory farm 

workers in California's agricul
tural belt, builders find them a 
fairly lucrative market for hou -
ing. (Migratory workers nre an
other matter. Their income are 
even lower, and they are, of 
course, on the move.) Typical 
builder houses, which sell for as 
little as $7,000 cxclu. ive of lot, 
provide little more than basic 
shelter. They are stripped-d0Wl1, 
cramped and uncomfortable ver
sions of tract housing. 

Such a typical builder house 
for a nonmigratory farm worker 
and his family contains about 

800 square feet, di videcl into a 
restrictive three-bedroom plan. 
It rock-bottom price rule out 
uch niceties as washing ma

chines, refrigerator and heating 
equipment. It also excludes air 
conditioning, yet there is noth
ing in the design of the house 
to compensate for the lack. As a 
result, it is a bake oven through 
much of the yea.r in the hot, 
arid climate of the Valley. 

The three prototypes devel
oped by the Berkeley team arc 
handsome evidence that builders 
can profitably offer much more 
for the money. The design wm c 
aJTivcd at on ly after a painstak
ing series of surveys And te t. : 
.... Interviews were conducted 
with 160 farm workers' families 
to learn their living patterns, 
economic conditions and atti
tude: toward their housing. 
.,.. A "climatic profile" of the 
, an Joaquin Valley area was de
veloped to determine the vari
ables of temperature, humidity, 
wind speed, precipitation and 
other climatic factors affecting 
the design of dwellings. 
.... A climatic field test was 
staged, using test structures in 
both concrete block and ply
wood, to measure the effects on 
internal tempcratrn·es of various 
combination of material., roof 
configurations and sun hade . 
(A H D-assigned goal of the 
project was to provide interior 
comfort without the expense of 
mechanical cooling devices.) 
..... Climatic data were feel into 
a computer at U. C. L. A., which 
was programmed to simulate 
the thermal behavior of enclosed 
spaces covering a broad range 
of de ign po ibilities. 
.... Studies were made of the re
lationships between orientation 
and building forms as influenced 
by solar input, and of thermal 
comparisons between one- and 
two- tory houses. 

The results of all the rescarcl1 
became the ingredients of the 
program. They were tabulated 
into 102 measurable functional 
requirements, grouped under 11 
activity classifications: indoor 
living, indoor cooking, toilet, in
door sleepil1g, outdoor living, 
working, mechanical, construc
tion, storage, security, thermal 
controls and ventilation. Finally, 

these were translated into three 
dimensional designs. 

The three prototypes are no> 
nearing completion at the en 
of a cul-de- ac in West Fresno 
amidst one of the area's wor 
shantytown sections. In the size 
and arrangements of their in
terior spaces-as well as in ap
pearance-they are a vastly u
perior alternative to what is 
marketed today. But a number of 
questions have yet to be resolved. 

One involves their co t. They 
were built by a private con

tractor, using a critical path 
method, for an average of$ ,000 
each-a figure above the reach of 
most farm workers. Sanoff claim 
that if builders combined the use 
of the many factory precut and 
prnfini heel component designed 
for the houses with their own 
familiar teclmiques of stockpil
ing ancl building in volume, the 
unit costs could be reduced to 
less than their current output. 

Al o in question is the accept
ance of the houses-by the all
important builders and lender , 
as well as by the farm workers 
themselves. The results of the 
semantic differential 'Ul'vey were 
encouraging, if somewhat con
fusing, but the workers' evalu
ations were based on :model 
photographs and hand ome draw
ings. The ame test was given to 
lenders \vith less heartening re-
ults. They rated the house "ex

tremely" new-hardly a compli
ment coming from lenders-and 
"moderately" obvious, unusual 
and dry. They were tmdecided 
whether they liked the houses. 
Both groups will be tested again, 
using the actual prototypes. 

Builders \vill be offered free 
construction drawings from 
which to build prototype house . 
However, the project has poten
tial value apart from such end 
product . Sanoff feel the meas
ure of its success 'vill be the de
gree to which builders pick up 
the concepts behind the proto
type designs for use in their own 
houses. Architects, too, have 
something to learn from the re
searchers' determined attempt to 
develop systematic information 
about the places and the people 
for whom they design. 

-JAMES BAILEY 



Prototype 1: Balloon frame 

with lath and plaster 

Research for the demonstration proj· 
ect showed that three of the most 
effective ways to lower inside tem
peratures during hot weather were 
the use of sunshades over critical 
window areas; highly reflective white 
surfaces on exteriors, including roofs; 
and a two-story plan, with the sec· 
ond floor acting as a shielding and 
ventilating device. All three proto
types employ these techniques. 

The scheme at right has its three 
bedrooms on a second -level loft (be· 
low) beneath a roof slope which al· 
lows low ventilation inlets on the 
north and high outlets on the south. 
Part of the living area is two stories 
high, increasing both the sense of 
space and the circulation of breezes. 
As in the other two plans, the dining 
area is large enough to accommodate 
a family of six at one sitting, satisfy. 
ing a common complaint of the fam· 
ilies interviewed . 

Structurally, this is the most con 
ventional of the three houses. The bal 
loon framing system uses 2-in. by 
4-in . studs supporting 3 -in. by 10-in . 
floor beams. Exterior walls are ce· 
ment plaster over wire lath, and in· 
terior walls are plywood. Between 
them is aluminum foil insulation. 



Prototype 2: Wood sandwich 

with a vapor barrier 

The other two prototypes are similar 
in profile and section, but the house 
shown here (pictured above, right, un
der construction) has a one-story wing 
jutting from its south side (below). 
The parents' bedroom is in this wing, 
and the second-floor loft cont ains the 
two children's bedrooms, which open 
onto a small play area easily visible 
from the open living area below. The 
house employs a sandwich wall sys
tem composed of two thicknesses of 
2-in . by 6-in, wood planks spanning 
vertically on the interior and horizon
tally on the exterior, with a vapor bar· 
rier between. All three houses rest on 
monolithic concrete slabs, which are 
colored and dust coated. 
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Prototype 3: Double walls 
from precut planks 

This scheme, square in plan, also 
separates the second-level children's 
bedrooms from the first-floor parents' 
bedrooms. It offers more space for 
the children's bedrooms, which are 
separated by a cent ra I stairway, but 
sacrifices the balcony play area. The 
house is of wood deck construction 
using three -ply laminated planks 8 
inches wide with varying thicknesses 
depending on use and loads. The wall 
planks are fastened to the structural 
members (construction photo, below) 
and provide both interior and ex
terior surface, thus eliminating one 
erection operation. They are shop. 
coated white on the exterior and are 
left unfinished inside. Planks also pro
vide both finished ceilings and sec
ond-story floors. 
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REBUILDING CITIES. By Percy John
son-Marshall. Published by Aldine 
Publishing Co., Chicago. 374 pp. Illus
trated. 8'h in . by 12 in. $15.00. 

REVIEWED BY ROGER MONTGOMERY 

As seen through North American 
eyes, Profcs or J ohnson-Marsl1-
all's o-enerou. ly illustrated book 
shows again the vast gnp be
tween European-style urban re
newal p lanning and th e equiva
lent hC're. The diYision corres
pond. to that which separates 
the physirian '. work from the 
laboratory resea1'f•hC'l''s : one tries 
to heal the body, the other is 
satisfiC'cl to dC' cr ibC' it. The Brit
ish author of Relmilding Cities 
rebui lt cities; American p lanners 
write about " urban growth dy
namics" over whi<'h they have no 
control, all(] about other pale 
substitutes for actual city build
ing. 

Plan ner on both sid<'s of the 
Atlantic once hclcl similar aims. 
But American planners have 
been defeated by their society's 
ambivalence toward the land (a 
wilderness to he burned out, 
chopped clown ancl mined away) 
ancl toward the <·ities (lairs of 
hame, vice, crimr, evil foreign

ers ancl colored prop le} . Our 
planners clutch wiklly at hend 
guessing in lhc hope !hat they 
can out mart the speculator . . 
They seek to p lan imlire<'tly 
according to a wishful ancl dis
credited faith in a perfect, la is
sez-faire market. The r easoning 
is simple, though r esults , bow it 
fraudulent. It holds that poor 
information makes the market 
imperfect, and that planners can 
make good information available 
through data pro<'essing, thereby 
perfecting the market ancl au!o
matically building bett<'r cities. 
~'e are surrounded b~· th P evi
dence that this rea. oning does not 
wo1-k. 

The spirit differ in England 
ancl much of continental E urope. 
There urban land is not simply 
a commodity to he boug-ht nnd 
old. Even the speculative, p1·e

bylaw housing of 18th ancl 19th 
century Engli b coketo"·n. bred 
a redeeming love that welcomed 
a.ncl helped to build old Ebenezer 

Mr. Montgomery is the Forum's cor
respondent in the Midwest. He is also 
director of the Urban Ren ewal Design 
Study, School of Arch itecture, Wash 
ington Un iversity, St. Louis . 

Iloward' Le!chworth and Har
low ancl, noll', Cumbernauld. 

Perbap the failure to ucce -
fully cha ll enge greed as the 
shaper of citie. bas led to the 
current American fashion for 
city p lanning a a ocial move
ment, and to abandoning the 
cause of civic cle i""n. Instead of 
turning to left politics, our lib
eral planners haYe been driven by 
McCarthyism and left-liberal de
spair to earch for ocial change 
through technique : a kind of so
cia lism by land use planning. 
Ilow else can one explain the 
new content of the professional 
planning pre s, the advanced 
Community Henewal P rograms 
and the prevalence of planner 
in t he poverty program~ 

Profe sor John on - Mar hall 
does not argue the e issue . He 
does not even recognize them. 
P erhaps, since he has planned 
cities to meet evident needs, and 
built them as planned, he can 
maintain his focus on urban de
s ign. R ebuilding Cities imply 
tells bow London, Coventry ancl 
Rotterdam got renewed after the 
war. It te ll s it directly, .from 
personnl e:\.1)('rienl·e, without spe
cial plrading for pat solution . 

The author has dernted the 
copiou. ly illu. hated first part of 
his book to th<' his! ory of urban 
de ign, to a smT<'Y of its chief 
components, and to ome of the 
theoretical formula! ions that 
have guided it evolution. The 
text heYe is unexceptionable, but 
why was it includrd? Was it 
meant as a l a~·mnn's introduc
tion lo a primer on urban de
sig n ? 

Ilere lie the main problem of 
the book. If, indeed, it was 
meant as an introductory text 
for the nonprofessional, as the 
first three chapter sui;gc t, it i 
too big and heavy, and the ca e 
studies, particularly their graph
ic accompaniment, are too de
tai led . It will nevrr make the 
paperba ck li ts without savage 
cutting. 

As profe ional li terature, R e
building Citie bas problems too, 
but it mak some very import
ant contribution . Xotbing is 
more needed in the literature of 
urban design than good case 
studies tbat illuminate city build
ing proces es. \\ e ham had more 



an enough hortatory prose con
emning ugliness and praising 

ieauty. We need to get down to 
•ases. Professor J ohnson-Marsh

does just that. 
After an illuminating five-page 

ummary of British planning 
and area development legislation, 
the book tackles the postwar re
building of London. No great 
world city has equalled London's 
record in reconstruction. Metro
politan Moscow may have built 
more apartments; certainly met
ropolitan Los Angeles has built 
more houses. But what a dif
ference between the bureau
cratic concrete boxwork of Mos
cow suburbs, or the undisciplined 
free enterprise ticky-tacky of 
Los Angeles, and maturely 
planned, convincingly composed 
and detailed work of London's 
County Council. So strong, in 
fact, is the LCC work, it has 
become a kind of academy-a 
good one mind you. The current 
rebellions of young London ar
chitectural students prove the 
point. Ask one. He will likely 
claim he prefer California ticky
taeky or soviet plug-in. 

Percy Johnson - Marshall 
wol'ked in the middle of LCC's 
rebuilding effort during the first 
crucial postwar years. He played 
a major role in the evolution of 
that new academy of civic de-
ign a head of the Reconstruc

tion Areas Group in the town 
planning division. (He now 
holds the chair in urban design 
at the University of Edinburgh.) 
In the book he recounts the de-
ign intentions and implementa

Lion struggles associated with 
several major renewal cam
paigns. These are illustrated 
with the most informative set of 
plans and photos to appear so 
far, at least on this side of the 
Atlantic. What he does not do 
is give quite enough detail in 
w-riting about these London case 
tudies to atisfy professional 

and scholarly needs. 
Obviously, the larger realm of 

metropolitan planning, and the 
smaller one of housing standards 
and prototypes, play a coordi
nate role in urban design. To 
understand the evolution of the 
Stepney-Poplar plan, it would 
help to know omething about 
the changing--0r unchanging-

perspectives regarding the size, 
quality, social dass orientation 
and location of the housing stoek 
in greater London. It would help 
too to know something about the 
evolution of the LCC point block. 
Looking back over the book, it 
is hard not to 1vish that the 
opening chapters had been de
voted to this kind of planning 
and architectural background for 
urban design in London, Coven
try and Rotterdam. 

The Coventry chapter concerns 
the rebuilding of the blitzed core 
area. In 1940, the author was 
bombed out of his house while 
working there as a planner. 
With Coventry' chief architect, 
Donald Gibson, he helped germi
nate the plan now realized in the 
reconstructed center. The illustra
tions record the progress from a 
lukewarm classic formalism to 
a freer, functionalist planning. 

Rotterdam appears as the third 
ca e study not because the au
thor participated in its rebuild
ing, as be did at Coventry and 
London, but because of its unique 
uccess, and because of John

son-Marshall's close acquaint
ance with both the city and its 
planner, Cornelius Van Traa. 
This account of Rotterdam's re
construction gives ju t a hint of 
what these case studie might 
have been bad the perspective 
been larger. Before dealing with 
the familiar urban de ign ele
ments of Lijnbaan and Cool ing
el, it tells of the preliminary 
economic planning and recon
struction which made Rotten:lam 
the leading port of po twar 
Europe, and thus built a solid 
foundation for succes ful re
newal. 

The most intriguing and 
thoughtful pas age among the 
three case studies occurs at the 
end of the chapter on London. 
Here John on-Marshall specu
lates about the future of area 
development plans - m·ban re
newal plans in American jargon 
-and offers some recommenda
tions about their effective form. 

The book >vinds up with a 
rather pointles little coda con
taining six conditions for city 
well-building, and ome gratui
tous photos of Brasilia, the Ho
torg area of Stockholm, a couple 
of American urban renewal proj-

1. 

2. 

(1) Airplane hangar, 1939. (2) Air· 
plane hangar, 1936. (3) Palace of 
Labor, Turon. (4) Corso Francia ele
vated road, Rome. 

ects, and whatnot. ow that 
Britain has suddenly become 
home base for some of the most 
far-out and imaginative ideas 
about future city form, can a 
British urban design professor 
talk seriously about Bra ilia in 
the fade of A rchigram and 
clip-on~ 

This book makes one thing pain
fully clear : American planner 
have statutory authority at least 
equal to that of British planners 
to govern urban design in their 
urban reconstruction projects. 
That they make o little effort 
to use tbi authority, to extend 
planning beyond a two-dimen
ional determination of land use, 

undercores the difference in 
spirit behind planning on the 
two sides of the Atlantic. Maybe 
we have to go throuo-h a social 
reform pha e before we can 
develop authentic and widely 
built American urban design. 

AESTHETICS AND TECHNOLOGY IN 
BUILDING. By Pier Lu igi Nervi. Trans
lated from the Italian by Robert 
Einaudi. Published by Harvard Uni
versity Press, Cambridge, Mass. 199 
pp. Illustrated. 8 i n . by 9 3/i in. $9.95. 

REVIEWED BY TONY ALEXANDER 

How exciting it i to find in a 
11-orld of seemingly endle s op
portunity and freedom, a man 
like the Italian engineer-archi
tect, Pier Luigi Nervi, who as
serts that freedom comes from 
under tanding and beauty from 
dedication (if that is a yno
nym for bard work, too!). Here 
is a rejection of "arbitrary e the
tic emotion"-that escape batch 
used by many designers equipped 
with half-digested technology, 
when they are faced with in
creasingly complicated de ign 
programs. 

The most ignificant chapter 
in T ervi's book are the midc1!e 
t"'o, which deal with poured-in
place concrete, and 'vitb its 
logical further development, 
precast concrete, respectively. 
Here is reflected the author' 
obvious enjoyment in the crea
tion of his many building , 
shaped by technique, economy, 

M r. A lexander, a British architect, was 
trained at the Architectural Associa
tion of London and has worked in 
the office of the engineer Ove Arup, 
and in other London offices. He is 
now working in New York. 
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and by hi e thetic judgment. 
Most of hi schemes were com
pleted within a tight chedule, 
and yet he empha izes, through
out his book, the long search for 
"correct building" which in the 
end produces clarity, speed, 
economy, and high quality. 

Architect arc always a little in 
awe of the engineer who can 
produce fine building. Such au 
engineer, who is closely involved 
through his own construction 
firm in the techniques of build
ing, tends to expose the clois
te!·ecl position of the architect in 
his drafting room, looking for 
photogenic solutions to his 
problems. Lack of technical un
derstanding on the part of 
architects has often produced 
awkward and highly repetitive 
details. According to N ervi, 
many architects are unaware of 
the uperfiuous costs they have 
imposed, and have missed the 
opportunity to create a more 
coherent design a well. 

The two central chapters of 
Ncrvi's book are admirably illus
trated with photograph of gen
erative structure. as well as 
finished buildings. The c chap
ters are preceded by a neat little 
urvey of the past which could 

have been written by any intel
ligent commentator; and they 
are followed by a chapter on the 
future training of architects. 
The latter, though a useful re
minder, is largely repetitive of 
the exciting implication inhrr
ent in Nervi's working methods. 

In this age of pecialization it 
is comforting to read N ervi'. 
frequent acknowledgments of 
his collaborators' confributions. 
These acknowledgments indicate 
that fine building is still pos ible 
where intelligent architects and 
engineers work together. 

MIES VAN DER ROHE. The Art of 
Structure. By Werner Blaser. Pub· 
lished by Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 
New York, N.Y. 228 pp. Illustrated. 
10 in. by 10'/z in. $25.00 

Ever since 19-±7, when Philip 
Johnson publi heel his detailed 
monograph on Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe there have been sever
al books about this remarkable 
architect. The present one is, by 
far the most handsome to datr. 

The trouble with writing about 

Mies is that it is a bit like climb 
ing Mount Everest. The reaso 
one does either is that Mies ( 01 

Evere t) are there. He (or it) 
is not exaci.ly news. As a matter 
of fact, }\fies is non-news. The 
reason one is inclined to write 
about him is that be is, quite 
simply, the pure t of our time. 

Purity in an artist (including 
an architect) often means self
effacement. 1\Iies, for example, 
once told an interviewer, who bad 
been trying to pump him for 
hours, that "I don't want to be 
interesting-I want to be good!" 
In other words, Mies' contribu
tion to i.be 20th Century debate 
about architecture has been, quite 
simply, a "No Co=ent"-re
peated over the past fifty years 
or so, with more or less emphasis. 

This book is as good as it is, in 
part, because it i an approxi
mately 220-page "No Comment." 
It is beautifully designed, in the 
exquisite typo!rraphy preferred 
by Mies, and laid out with the 
incredible subtlety of proportion 
that is a part of Mies' architec
ture. (Though the book appears 
to be perfectly square in shape, 
for example, it is actually hall 
an inch taller than it is wide 
since--as Mie , and the author 
obviously realized-any book 
printed with horizontal lines of 
type would always look 'vider 
than it actually was; so that one 
had to add a half inch to create 
the illusion of a perfect square). 
The book i. as good as it is, 
also, because it is produced with 
immaculate care. Though Mies, 
as a person, hardly appears in 
it at all, the whole book is a 
portrait of tbi extraordinary 
perfcctioni t. 

There are, however, one or two 
hortcomings. To begin with, 

while the nominal author is a 
Swiss architect, Werner Blaser, 
Blaser acknowledges Mies' "un
tiring and sympathetic assist
ance"-which is fine, except that 
some readers may be lead to 
believe that this is an impartial 
evaluation of 1\Iies' work. It i 

Secondly, the book is rather 
astonishingly incomplete--a par
ticularly surprising fact since 
Mies, himself, seems to have bad 
a deci ive hand in determining 
its contents. Fewer than fifty of 



228 pages are devoted to 
lie ' work in Europe prior to 
93 . Yet, that work encom
assed more than 25 years, and 

ncluded such beautiful struc
ures as the 1930 Tugendhat 

ouse in Brno, Czechoslovakia; 

1 
nd the equally significant proj

ect of 1912 for the Kroller 
House-never actually realized, 
but still built, full-size, as a 
rnaquette in wood and canva . 
And there are many other 
omission . 

This is unfortunate, for much 
of l\Iies' American work has a 
strong family resemblance, and 
occupies mo t of the pages. The 
reason is that Mies decided, upon 
his arrival in the U.S., that ours 
wa. a steel-building country; 
that steel-framing had a certain, 
inherent discipline of its own; 
and that, until the steel-tech
nology of the U.S. was radically 
altered by scientific innovations, 
there was no particular reason 
for changing the character of 
steel-framed building. 

There is a refreshing lack 
concern with fashion and novelty 
in all this; but the overall im
pre sion thus created is a dis
service to l\Iies. For, especially 
in his earlier, European work, he 
wa the one, perhaps the only 
modern master to have taken 
Frank Lloyd Wright' curiously 
old-fa hioned 19th century con
cepts of space, structure, forms, 
and of detail, and to have trans
formed them into an unmistak
ably 20th century idiom. 

Yet, by concentrating on a 
very few selected pre-193 
tructures, the author (and Mies 

hituself) have made a point that 
they may not have intended to 
make at all, but that is quite 
tartling to professional Mies

watchers. This point is that there 
is a very close relationship be
tween l\fies' earliest projects, and 
his most recent work; and that 
much of the infinitely polished 
and restrained construction of 
the years after his arrival in the 
U.S. may have been merely a 
period of reasse -ment for him 
-after which Mies seems to 
have picked up where he left off 
around 1930, and proceeded to 
much more daring structures. 

For the most exciting projects 
illustrated in this book are sep-

arated by forty year or more. 
The all-glass skyscraper sketch
ed, rather intuitively, around 
1920; and the amazing, concrete
and-gla s office building project 
of 1922 are illu trated here 
in sufficiently large size to show 
that they contained the germs of 
some of the latest avant garcle 
notions of our day. The details 
of the concrete building, e pe
cially, are prophetic of Le 
Corbusier' final buildings. 

In the middle Fiftie , l\Iies 
appears to have picked up where 
be had left off everal decade 
earlier. 

The tip-off signaling thi re
newed spurt of energy and 
imagination (l\Iies, by this time, 
wa close to 70 years old) can 
perhaps be found in his return 
to the two-way cantilever-to the 
building whose corners are un
supported by columns. 

This kind of daring was evident 
in the earliest Mie projects; but 
when he began to build in Chi
cago, he seemed to feel more com
fortable with a simple rectangu
lar cage- tructure, with columns 
spaced at regular intervals and 
firmly supporting each corner. 

Tow, however, Mies, almost 0 
years old, bas returned to the 
daring visions of his youth : his 
Museum of Modern .A.rt for West 
Berlin, now under construction, 
will be a great, glass-enclo ed 
space, sheltered under a steel 
roof about 200 feet quare to 
be supported, in turn, on only 
eight steel column pulled back 
from the corner , so that the 
roof will shoot out beyond the 
columns by more than 50 feet! 

To ome, this single-minded 
pursuit of an ideal-perfect, ra
tional structure; perfect, rational 
detail; perfect, rational pace
may eem of limited importance. 
And perhap it is. But they 
might remember that there wa 
once a man called Lorenzo Ghi
berti, who spent his entire life on 
the making of those perfect door 
of the Duomo in Florence. And 
historians consider tho e door , 
in retrospect, to have signified 
the beginning of the Renai ance. 
Ghiberti, too, did not "want to 
be interesting;" he wanted "to be 
good." He and Mies have turned 
out to be botb.-P.B. 

(continued on page 91) 
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"ONE 
TWO 

THREE" 
IN the center of West Berlin, 

not far from where Billy 
Wilder's famous 1962 movie by 
the above name was filmed, 
there tancl the collection of 
buildings shown here. It i one of 
the more controversial archi tec
tural ensembles of recent years. 

The collection con ists of the 
bombed remains of what was 
once an ungainly neo-Roman
e que church (the K aiser Wil
helm Memorial Church), p lus 
four steel-framed structure of 
varying shape, function and 
height, designed by Egon Eier
mann, the architect of the new 
German Chancellery in Wash
ington (sec May '65 issue). 
The e five elements sit on a rec
tangular p latform, 350 feet long, 
150 feet wide, and raised six 
step above a pede trian traffic 
peninsula that extends into one 
of the busiest intersections east 
of Times Square. 

A visitor's fir t reaction to 
eeing this odd ensemble is to 

ask why it is there at all. 
The original church ( 1), built 

in 1 95 by Schwcchten, was a 
pompous mass, unsubtly placed 
smack in the center of half a 
dozen major vi tas. H itler's 
war unwittingly saved the 
Kaise1Js memorial from itself: 
the ruin that greeted Allied 
troops in 1945 (2) wa a strange
ly haunting symbol. There was 
no audible popular demand for 
the reconstruction of the Me
morial Church, or for doing any
thing to the ruin except to leave 
it tanding, forlornly, on what 
was then a little traffic island. 
So, why didn't the powers-that
be leave well enough alone Y 

The answer is that power -
that-be rarely do, and this case 
was no exception: in 1956 the 
authoritic decided upo n an 
architectural competition for the 
rebui lding of the ehureh. Eier
mann won that competition, and 
this ensemble (3) i the result. 
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(1) 1895: Original Kaiser Wilhelm Me· 
moria l Church, designed by Schwech· 
t en. (2) 1945: Bombed-out ruin as it 
looked afte r World War II. (3) Site plan 
and bird 's eye vi ew of new Memorial 
Church, with additions by Eiermann, 
as completed last year. Plan shows 
origina l traffic island (dotted lines) 
and new, larger ped estria n tra ffic pen 
insula (solid line). Rectangular plat· 
form on traffic peninsula supports: A. 
Chape l; B . New, hexagonal be ll tower ; 
C. Smaller tower (not built); D. Ruin 
of orig inal churc h; E. New oc tagonal 
church ; F. Parish house. Pedestri an 
peninsula is joined by underpass to 
new Europa Center to the east . 







MEMORIAL CHURCH: 

GLASS TAPESTRI ES 

FRAM ED IN STEEL 

(4) Interior of church, looking back 
from the altar toward the organ. (5) 
Main floor plans of church and parish 
house. The latter contains conference 
rooms on the main floor and, below, 
a library lit through clerestories. (6) 
Section through church, looking to
ward organ. Above the opaque, 10· 
ft. -high " base-course, " the double 
glass wall rises up, with a 7 ft. space 
between exterior and interior screens. 
Lights Inside this space make the 
church glow at night. The full ceiling 
height Is 60 ft. (7) Color sample of 
stained glass used in all the new 
buildings. 

E IERMANN's prize-winning de
sign made it clear that he, 

too, wondered what all the ex
citement was about. He seemed 
to say that one should either 
leave the ruin untouched, or else 
replace it entirely. His entry 
(one rectilinear and one curvi
linear ver ion) a urn ed a clean 
sweep, and be won. 

As Eiermann developed bi 
scheme, he began to recon ider: 
not only would be keep the 
somber ruin as a pal't of his 
composition, but be would al o 
make the composilion a mar
riage of bis two alternative 
competition entries. o his final 
ensemble con i t of rectangu
lar structmes as well as poly
gonal ones, and retains the ruin. 

He also retained ihree impor
tant elements of hi- original 
scheme: he turned the traffic 
i land into a traffic penin ula; 
be made the new church a com
plex of several architectural ob
jects; and he made tho e object 
almost translucent-a series of 
stained-glass tape trie hung 
between stanchion of steel. 

As a modern counterpoint to 
the existing chunk of masonry, 
Eiermann chose a delicate idiom. 
His four new structures are all 
enclo ed with double screens of 
stained glass. 

In the church (left) and the 
belltower (p . 83), the double 
screen is lit from within; so that 
the interiors glow night and 
day; and the exteriors glow, like 
lanterns, at night. 

The effect inside is pectacu
lar: the church is flooded at all 
times with blue-yellow-and-red 
light (see color detail at left). 
Moreover, the double wall serves 
as a sound barrier: one enters 
from the noise of a "Times 
Square" and is received into the 
eerie quiet of a blue grotto. 

The effect outside is le s suc
cessful: in daytime, the concrete 
grid holding the stained glass 
gives the four new structures a 
massiveness Eiermann probably 
did not seek. But at night (see 
p. 77), the effect is everything 
the architect intended-the great 
black silhouette of Kaiser Wil
helm' strange memorial loom
ing against the sky, and sur
rounded by the glow of cheerful 
lanterns. 
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MEMORIAL CHURCH: 

LUMINOUS SANCTUARY 

FROM A NOISY CITY 

(8) View of interior, looking toward 
the altar. Originally designed to hold 
900 worshippers, the church has be· 
come so popular that It Is kept open 
all day and long Into the evening, and 
seating for an additional 600 worship. 
pers had to be brought In. The simple, 
almost invisible cross suspended 
above the altar has now been re
placed by a gilded, rather banal figure 
of Jesus on the cross. 

T HE new church would be a 
success in any setting for the 

dominant impression received 
upon entering the octagonal 
space is that of "sanctuary." 
It is very quiet here, despite the 
roar of Mercedeses and VW's 
outside. Everything is bathed in 
bluish light, with occasional ac
cents of red, green and yellow. 
A few incandescent lights are 
suspended from the dark ceiling 
above, and there are some can
dles on the simple altar. 

Mies van der Rohe once said 
that we would build no cathe
drals in our time, and this 
church is no great cathedral. But 
in this quiet, luminous space, it 
comes as close as we are likely 
to come in our age. Others have 
tried to build churches that are, 
in effect, one huge stained-glass 
window wrapped around the 
worshipper. But most have failed 
because they tried to get "arty." 

Eiermann resisted the tempta
tion successfully. This church 
is, quite simply, a great space, 
quiet, suffused by light ( 8). 
There is nothing in it that 
smacks of self-conscious design, 
no detail a visitor is likely to re
call after he has left-only the 
overall impact. 

With one, unfortunate excep
tion, that is : Eiermann had pro
posed a simple cross, only 3 feet 
tall, to be placed on the altar, 
and to be made of precious met
als and stones. This would have 
been entirely in keeping with 
the unpretentious nature of the 
space, but the church authorities 
did not consider it sufficiently 
impressive. So he designed the 
large, suspended, almost invisible 
cross hown at left. This was 
accepted, as an interim solution, 
until such time as the church 
"could find a good sculptor'' to 
supply a permanent symbol. 

One day, the Protestant 
Bishop of Berlin, Dibelius, felt 
that he had found just the man; 
and soon thereafter a hefty cru
ciform Jesus, by the Munich 
artist Hemmeter, was suspended 
over the altar, in place of Eier
mann's cross. Unhappily, the 
Savior looks as if he had been 
caught in the midst of a swan 
dive from the high board. He 
appears to be made of ginger
bread, painted gold. 
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I N addition to the new church 
and its connected parish 

house, there is a hexagonal bell 
tower 170 feet tall, and a small, 
rectangular chapel ( 9). 

The bell tower (12) is treated, 
structurally, much like the church 
itself. But the chapel is handled 
differently: its roof is hung from 
four overhead girders (10), and 
the glassy interior is sturounded 
by a 10-foot-wide peripheral 
garden and a stained glass 
"fence" that asstues visual and 
acoustic privacy. Of all the 
structures that make up the 
new church, this chapel is the 
most expre si ve ( 11). 

H
ow successful is the church 7 
In popular terms, highly so. 

In critical terms, grudgingly 
so: those who wanted to leave 
the ruin alone now admit that 
it would have been lost in 
this large, poorly defined 
"Times Square." Those who 
wanted to replace it now admit 
that some symbolic significance 
attaches to the ruin . Those who 
thought Eicrmann' grouping 
was too bu y now adinit that the 
long, elevated platform ties the 
five structures together, and that 
the new accessibility of this plat
form to pedestrians is a major 
urbanistic success. And those 
who once questioned the height 
of the new bell tower (close to 
that of the ruin), now admit 
that the new office towers rising 
all around the square will soon 
dwarf the church anyway-and 
who is to say that one dwarf is 
better than two 7 

One's principal re ervation 
has nothing to do with the 
church per se. It has to do with 
the architect. Because the Me
morial Church is so very visible, 
Eiermann may be remembered 
by this commission above all 
others. This would be unfortu
nate, for a Son et Lumiere spec
tacular, however tastefully done, 
is not a very serious 20th cen
tury problem. Eiermann has 
done and is doing much more 
significant work. He deserves to 
be judged by that. 

He also deserves a medal (of 
gilded gingerbread) for having 
cared so much about a project 
that, somehow, doesn't seem quite 
real.-PETER BLAKE 
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MEMORIAL CHURCH: 

A CHAPEL, A TOWER, AND 

AN APPRAISAL 

(9) Interior of small, rectangular chap· 
el. Bu ilding is one story high and 
surrounded by 10 ft . deep peripheral 
garden strip. Stained.glass "fence" 
beyond protects it from surroundings. 
(10) Sketch by Eiermann showing 
structural system supporting roof of 
chapel. (11) View of the new chapel 
from the west. (12) Old church steeple 
and new bell tower against Berlin 
skyline. 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, Ber· 
fin, Germany. Architect: Professor 
Egon Eiermann. Structural Consult· 
ants: Professor Bickenbach & Profes· 
sor Sattler. Contractors: Grun & Bil· 
finger (Concrete) ; Heyking, Gollnow & 
Dellschau (Steel); Gabriel Loire, Char· 
tres (Stained Glass); A.E.G. & Schmitt· 
Strahl (Lighting); and others. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Horstheinz Neuendorff 
except Page 76: middle, Pictorial Pa· 
rade. Page 78: Reinhard Friedrich. 
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.iuooTNOTE 
ART AT THE PHILHARMONIC: opposite 
Lincoln Center, in Manhattan, on top 
of the liberty Warehouse at 43 West 
64th Street, stands a 50-foot copy of 
M. Bartholdi's somewhat taller work 
of art on Bedloe's Island. The copy 
was put up in 1901 for -$5,000 by 
the then owner of the warehouse, 
one William H. Flattau, in what one 
paper described as a "burst of patri
otism." Like the original, Flattau's 
statue is of cast iron and has a circu
lar staircase inside for taking visitors 
up for a view. The staircase is now 
badly rotted, but the statue itself 
(coated with aluminum paint) is doing 
fine-better. in fact, than in quite 
some time: for with much of the 
surroundings demolished to make a 
clearing for Lincoln Center, it now 
forms a dramatic (if unexpected) 
focal point to the Center's principal 
plaza. What's more, it is noncontro
versial as a piece of sculpture (un
like some of the works of art recently 
placed in the Center). Emma Lazarus' 
ringing verse, oddly enough, is miss
ing. What better slogan for a ware
house than "Give me ... the wretched 
refuse of your teaming shore . ... " 
And what nicer sentiment to come 
from Lincoln Center's unexpected 
neighbor than " I lift my lamp beside 
the golden door." Trouble is the torch 
won't light. Photo: George Cserna. 

FORUM• 
aero space industry toward this 
newest frontier. In recent months, 
Lockheed, Aero-Jet General and 
North American Aviation have 
completed massive studies for the 
state, suggesting broadscale at
tacks on such down-to-earth wor
ries as waste disposal, mass trans
portation, control of crime and 
delinquency and a statewide infor
mation sy tern. 

So far, the Federal government, 
which has been pouring most of its 
research money into space and 
weapons, has lagged in encourag
ing the systems approach to the 
solution of such problems as pol
lution, transportation, urban 
growth and education. But a House 
subcommittee ha been warned 
that the time to begin solving 
sorue of the big problems of life 
on earth is right now. 

Within 25 years, said Jack J. 
Jones of North American A viatJ.on, 
we can expect all v~hicles, from 
boats to airplanes, to be traveling 
five times as fast as they do to
day. Unless someth ing is done to 
prepare for that day, he said, the 
result will be a "di astrous 
jumble." 

The effort, the committee was 
assured, will cost vast sums of 
money. A small model transporta
tion system, it was estimated, 
would cost $200 million and the 
effort to reach the perhaps un
realistic goal of making eYery 
stream sparkling clean could cost 
$20 billion a year-a much as the 
nation now spends each year on 
primary and secondary educat10n. 

WASHINGTON 
EVERYTHING BUT 

The Rayburn Office Building has 
kitchens in each of its 169 of
fice suites. They are equipped with 
refrigerators and cabinets, but no 
sinks. 

Rep. William H . Ayres of Ohio, 
a former plumbing contractor, 
took to a televised news confer
ence to bemoan that fact and al
lege that some of the "$20 to $30 
million" spent for change-orders 
on the building had gone down 
nonexistent drains. Plumbing for 
the sinks was supposed to be 
roughen-in behind the kitchens' 
plaster walls, but Ayres said he 
had two carpenters bang on the 

wall and they sounded solid. 
The office of the Architect of 

the Capitol J . George Stewart pro
duced drawings to prove the 
plumbing was there (or, at least, 
was supposed to be there), but 
this "documentation" did not mol
lify Ayres. He said he would at
tempt to withhold the final SlO 
million payment owed Contractor 
Matthew McCloskey. "McCloskey 
isn't going to get our money until 
we get our sinks," Ayres said. 

It is not entirely clear whether 
Congressman Ayres thought the 
169 missing . kitchen sinks were 
worth all of $10 million. If so, the 
unit cost would be just under 
$59,763.32 per kitchen sink, which 
strikes us as a trifle high even for 
the Rayburn Office Building. 

SUBWAY CLUSTER 

What to do where the subway 
stops was the subject of a report 
delivered last month to the Na
tional Capital Planning Commis
sion by Victor Gruen. The report 
proposed intensive, multi-use 
multi-level development of the 
"urban clusters" envisioned by 
NCPC at major stations in Wash
ington's new transit system. 

Gruen found that land values 
pyramided at the point of the 
stop, and suggested that develop
ment of the cluster (he prefers 
"core") be in the form of a sand
wich for maximum density (sub
way level, below, roof plan, bot-

tom). Layers of the sandwich 
would be various land (or plat
form) uses including re idential, 
an employment center, service 
commercial, and parking. Bound
aries of the clu ter would be kept 
within a quarter-mile radius of 
the top, or an approximate five
minute walk. 

Gruen warned that it would 
take a little adjustment to make 
his prototype scheme reality, in
cluding changes in zoning and 
building codes and the exercise of 
trict architectural and land u e 

controls. He uggested dovetailing 
of urban renewal and public trans
portation financing under a unified 
policy of land acquisition. 

BEAUTY'S BOUNTY 

Since last May, children at nine 
District of Columbia schools have, 
with inspiration from Mrs. Lyndon 
B. Johnson, helped plant trees and 
shrubs to beautify their schools. 
~ow 52 more school - are clamor
ing to get in on the beautification 
program. 

The reason: The number of 
windows broken at the beautified 
schools has been cut at least m 
half. For principal and school ad
mini trators, this i- a major item. 
Last year, it cost the District 
$119,320 just to replace the win
dow- broken by children who had 
nothing better to do. 

EVEN A SWIMMING POOL 

To some, building a wimming 
pool as part of a slum rehabilita
tion project might seem like a 
frill, but not to Washington At
torney John A. Neviu , chief fund 
raiser for a new private ograniza
tion that calls itself COI (Com
munity Organizations for Im
provement of eighborhood .) 

"We're not just joking about it," 
Neviu said. "Can you imagine the 
morale that would be created?" 

With expected help from the 
Federal govenrment, COIN hopes 
to spend $10 million in the next 
year to rehabilitate ome 600 
housing units in the area ur
rounding Washington's Cardozo 
High School, in many ways the 
city's worst lum area. COIN's 
plans include provi ion of recrea
tion facilities and social service~ 

to the residents. 
The city' major church groups 

ha\'e given their strong support to 
the new organization-and some 
$150,000 has been put up by a 
number of wealthy per ons wor
ried about the future of their city. 
In addition to fixing up property, 
COIN is also prepared to provide 
rent subsidies for poor families. 
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A MISS DE WOLFE 
WHO DECORATED 

Elsie de Wolfe, Lady Mendl, was 
about 80 years old and weighed 
about 90 pounds without her 
jewels when Ludwig Bemelmans, 
the artist and writer, first met her. 
That was in Hollywood during 
World War II; both she and he 
were sitting out the hostilities 
away from their beloved Paris. 
She fascinated him, as she had fas
cinated so many of the forceful 
people of the world as well as the 
detached observers of force. He 
later recalled her as "A gallant 
soul who had borne the burden of 
an experiment in erosion and 
nothingness". But she was more 
triumphant than that. For one 
small indication, unmentioned by 
Bemelmans, Elsie was the lady 
most often credited with inventing 
the trick of running a blue rinse 
through hair gone white (when 
imitated she switched to pale 
green). 

More important, a half century 
earlier she bad invented a profes
sion in New York City when Stan
ford White recommended that a 
Miss de Wolfe be retained to 
"decorate" the interiors of the 
Colony Club which McKim, Mead 
& White had designed. At that 
time Elsie was an actress grown 
somewhat tired of touring m stock 

companies. She was charming, 
ruthless, shrewd and voraciou ly 
vivacious. Also, she had talent, as 
it turned out. 

There are not many de Wolfe 
decorated rooms remaining in New 
York. The Frick Museum on up
per Fifth A venue does bear traces 
of Elsie's refinement in its fur
nishings; Henry Clay Frick was 
one of her more munificent clients. 
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Also there is a library on the 
second floor of the St. Regis Hotel 
(above) which has survived as she 
installed it. 

What else? Mostly memories of 
the woman herself, ome of which 
are in Bl!melmans' book, To the 
One I Love the Best, published by 
Viking in 1955. It transmit some 
of the fierceness with which he in
vested the characterization of lhe 
interior decorat.or. "You and I, we 
live by the eye," she told the 
author, " ... if I am ugly, and I 
am, I am going to make everything 
around me beautiful. That will be 
my life to create beau ly I I cou Id 
steal for beauty, I could kill for 
it." 

Elsie did not tell it to Bemel
mans, but in her earlier years in 
the trade she had applied a bland
er characterization to interior dec
oration, wrapping it in the phrase 
"the beauty of suitability." This 
was a line lifted from a contem
porary writer who was also pre
occupied with the way that things 
looked, seemed and became-but 
in perhaps a deeper way, Edith 
Wharton. 

The reason Elsie de Wolfe prop
erly deserves a moment of contem
plation by today's professional ar
chitects and town planners is, of 
course, the increasing public inter
est in the general environment. 
Elsie was an example of a semi
professional environmentalist, in 
technical terms, at its most effec
tive. I suppose she might be called 
a reverse Jane Jacobs. 

Here is what Elsie said some 30 
years ago about the city: "You 
know what can cure a depression 
overnight? I give you the answer. 
It is to make America beautiful. 
Take New York I If I were the 
Empress of America, I'd order all 
houses between First and Second 
A venue taken down, and on the 

other side of the city, all between 
Eighth and Ninth-and those 
would be the great avenues, 
planted like the Tuileries. And the 
Bronx I'd make into a Bois de 
Bologne. It takes large measures 
like that." The area between Eight 
and Ninth Avenues in Manha~ 
tan-wouldn't that include Jane's 
home hearth, the West Village, 
since Hudson Street i a down
town extension of Eighth? Perhaps 
another elegant Elsie will soon 
arise to oppose the Jacobean social 
emphasis with a return to the 
great dreams, to what Elsie herself 
called "the big sweep of the hand 
over little men's mean plans." 

If so, watch out, architects, for 
Elsie was even more strenuous 
than Jane. Elsie included archi
tects in the little-man, mean-plan
ner category more or less. As a 
decorator, operating within build
ings, she depended to ome degree 
upon them. She liked some of 
them-but it was in the same pro
prietary way she was fond of her 
poodle. She could not do without 
the poodle either, but this did not 
mean he pampered it. It was, 
in fact, from one of the dogs that 
Bemelmans picked up the title to 
his book about Elsie. 

The dog of hi era, Bloops, died 
braYely in Hollywood, and Lady 
Mend! was bereft. But after a 
day or two of grief she stirred, 
ordered the chauffeur out, and in
vited Bemelmans to go with her 
to order a head tone for the ani
mal's grave. They picked a neat 
11:ranite slab. Lady Mend! !ield her 
chin, thought a moment, then told 
the stone cutter to engrave upon 
it, "To the One I Love the Best." 

A wonderful line, Bemelmans re
flected; and later, he found it was 
even more wonderful than he had 
realized. He discovered that there 
was another small gravestone on 
another continent, Europe, which 
said the same thing about another 
di eased poodle of Lady Mendl's, 
-and that the inscription had 
been sugge ted by a neighbor of 
Elsie's and a pretty good source 
for good lines, W. Somerset Maug
ham. 

Neither Maugham nor Edith 
Wharton, however, orginated El ie 
de Wolfe's most telling line. It 
was her alone. Visiting in Athens, 
Elsie was taken out to see the 
Parthenon, the March issue of 
Fortune magazine relates. There, 
upon first confronting the glory 
of ancient Greece, mo t people 
are struck with a moment of elf
con cious silence. But not Elsie. 
She cried, "It's my color-beige!" 

PHOTOGRAPHS Pa.oe !6: Fra.nces B. 
Johnston- Libra.r11 of Congress, Myron 
Wood Photo Researcher3. Pa.oe !7: 
Rudolph Burckha.rdt, Robert Perron, 
Bill Engdahl-Hedrich-Blessino. Pa.oe 86: 
Dudley, Ha.rdin & Ya.nu. Inc. Paoe 87: 
Walton Trega.gkis. Page 88: New York 
Public Library. 



Gulf Oil Corporation , TBA Warehouse, Atlanta, Ga. Architect : Ralph E . Pettet , A .I .A ., Atlanta, Ga. 
General Contractor: Sam N . Hodges, Jr ., & Co., Atlanta, Ga. 

SMITH WALLS in place ... a single responsibility 
We install our own product . .. that's 
why! From design through installa
tion, Smith Walls are a single-respon
sibility project. That's the way we do 
business. 

We design the walls to the archi
tect's specifications . .. custom-fabri
cate the wall panels in our own plant 
. . . pack them carefully in Smith 
trucks for delivery to the building 
site . .. and erect them with our own 

specialist crews. And all this is done 
on a rigidly-controlled schedule set 
up by our coordinating expediter. 

One supplier . .. one responsibility. 
And we're it. So we take extra care 
every step of the way to maintain our 
reputation for a quality product .. . 
properly installed . .. on schedule. 

Smith Single Responsibility as
sures satisfied customers. The coun
try's leading industrial firms, as 

ELWIN G. SMITH & CO., INC. Pittsburgh, Pa. 1s202/oetroit • Chicago 
Cincinnati • Cleveland • New York • Atlanta • Toledo • Philadelphia 

listed in Fortune's 500, specify Smith 
Walls in place. Over and over again. 
For new construction and remodeling. 

So specify the Single Responsibil
ity . .. Smith Walls in place ... on 
your next project. You'll find the de
tails in Sweet's Catalog Files 3b/ Sm 
and Sb/ Sm. Or better yet, write! 



No army 

can withstand 

the strength of 

an idea 

whose time has come 
-Victor Hugo 

• 
The &rusJo•si idea has now constructed 

more than 4,000 schools, shopping centers and commercial buildings of every type 
Trus Joist is the perfect blend of wood and 

steel for roof and floor structural systems ... 
light in weight and yet provides clear spans up 
to 100 feet. 

All this plus custom design and three week 
delivery. 

Profiles? Parallel , tapered , pitched, curved, 
or almost any shape ... and economy is still 
the byword. 

Many other savings too - T J's light weight 
economizes on footings, foundations and 
bearing walls. Most sizes can be erected by 
two job carpenters. Nailable top and bottom 

SEE 0 2b US IN 

SWEET'S Tr 

Pats. No. 3,137,899 & 3,019,491 
Other Pats. Pending 

chords provide for easy attachment of low 
cost roofing, ceiling or flooring materials -
open webs for duct work. 

Deflection is minimal even in long spans 
while temperature change poses no problems. 

More information? Load tables? Engineer
ing data? Write for our free design manual . 

Trus Joist is a money-saving, work-saving 
system that 's balanced , precision engineered 
and custom made to the architect 's specifica
tions. 

Good idea? 
... an idea whose time has come. 

GENERAL OFFICES 
BOISE, IDAHO 

RT. 1, HIWAY 20 
83702 

Plants at : BOISE. IDAHO PORTLAND. ORE. SAN FRANCISCO PHOENIX. ARIZ. DUBUQUE, IOWA LOS ANGELES Soon in : ATLANTA. GA. CALGARY. CANADA 
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re: Two st y les of rendering, bot h 
lelmut Jacoby. Below: Two photo· 
hie styles. by Ezra Stoller and 
•i Cartie r·Bresson (bottom). 

BOOKS 
( continttecl from page 75) 

HELMUT JACOBY -ARCHITECTURAL 
DRAWINGS. Introduction by Claudius 
Coulin. Published by Frederick A. 
Praeger, Inc., New York, N .Y. 108 pp. 
Illustrated. 8 1/, in. by 11 in. $13.75. 

Helmut Jacoby is probably the 
most aooomplished profe sional 
renderer of buildings practicing 
in the U.S. today. His meticu
lous presentation drawings of 
everything from Philip J obn
son's polished work to Pei's and 
Rudolph's beton b,-ut have ap
peared in this and other maga
zines for years, and wowed 
clients and fellow architects 
alike. These fine rendering have 
also succeeded, almost, in mak
ing all modern U.S. architecture 
look pretty much alike-an 
achievement almost impossible 
to contemplate. This book not 
only tells how J acoby does it, 
it also proves that, all appear
ances to the contrary, he can 
actually draw exceedingly well, 
and with p lenty of verve. For 
some of his quick pen-and-ink 
sketches, tossed off with decep
tive ease, are absolutely first
rate. He should do more of them, 
and sell his airbrush. 

THE GALVESTON THAT WAS. By How
ard Barnstone. Published by The Mac
Millan Company. New York, N.Y. 224 
pp. Illustrated. 8 1/, in. by 11 in. $12.95. 

This is an intriguing book on 
several levels : first, as an ap
preciation, by a young, modern 
Houston architect - Howard 
Barnstone - of the romantic, 
19th century eclecticism of what 
was once the biggest city in 
Texa ; and, secondly, as a visual 
appreciation of that same city 
through the eyes (or lenses) of 
two great and very different 
photographers-Henri Cartier
Bresson, and Ezra Stoller. Be
cause this is a rather fascinating 
view of the same object-in this 
case, a city, Galveston-from 
three entirely different vantage 
points, one hopes that the sale 
of this book will not be limited 
to hometown boosters in the old 
port. The book, its authors, and 
the subject itself deserve a more 
general and perceptive public. 

Haws water cooler Model HWT A 
mounts off-the-floor on any wall 
-be it stone, masonry, wood 
panel, or concrete. The Cool 
Mist Grey baked enamel finish 
and stainless steel receptor har
monize with any interior decor. 

Because it's wall-mounted, 
there 's space beneath for clean
ing equipment-no exposed fit
tings . And installation height 
may be varied for children and/ 
or adults. 

Compact Model HWTA wall
hung coolers are available in 
eight different models with ca
pacities from 6 to 17 gph. Write 
or call today: 

-·----

----1-----

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY 
1441 Fourth Street • Berkeley, California 94710 

For deta ils and information on other Haws 
products-see your Haws catalogs on dri nk ing 1 ~ 
fountains, emergency eye / face-wash fountains, ~~ ~ ~ 
drench showers and decontaminat ion equ ip- ~.ltf'r; ~ 
ment; and dental fountain / cuspidor un its. 
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Architect Marvin Hatami designs a college dormitory 

At -10; indoor wall surface temperature is increased 
from 50° to 62° by insulating the block walls 
with Zonolite Masonry Fill Insulation. 

The project consists of the first sec
tion of a dormitory complex, located 
on a hilly meadow site, accommodat
ing fifty-two single rooms. 

It was designed by Marvin Hatami 
and engineered by Cator, Ruma & 
Associates, both of Denver, Colorado. 

The rooms are composed around 
a two story central lounge and every 
three rooms share common bath
room facilities. Developed modularly, 

the second floor is superimposed 
over the ground floor in a way to 
express each individual room in an 
interwoven and interlocking manner. 

The structure is composed of 12" 
x 8" x 8" reinforced lightweight con
crete block bearing walls, insulated 
against thermal and sound trans
mission with Zonolite Masonry Fill 
Insulation. 

It cuts thermal transmission 

through the walls by 50% (see 
chart), raises the interior wall sur
face temperature from a miserable 
50° to a comfortable 62°, thus re
ducing heat transfer and convection 
currents in the rooms. 

This cut the operating costs 9.2%, 
or about $90 a year. 

The savings more than pay for the 
cost of the thermal insulation over 
the 20 year mortgage period. 



Zonolite® prototype building 110: a college dormitory 

BLOCK PLAN SHOWING THE SU PERIMPOSITION OF SECON D FLOOR ON GROUND FLOOR 

or complete information about 
onolite Masonry Fill Insulation , 
•rite for our Bull et ins MF-79 
nd MF-80, Dept. AF-36, 135 
,outh LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
linois 60603. 

ZONOLITE 
£R•c!J ~~~~1~;g;i'~s6~ 
35 SO. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

DESIGN CONDITIONS 

Without With 
Masonry Fill M asonry Fill 

Walls i 2•x 8"x 8" 12" x8" x8" 
Lightweight Lightweight 
Concrete Block Concrete Block 

(Cells Filled) 

Roofing, 8" Concrete 
Roof 2" Insulation 

Floor 4 " Concrete on Grade 

Glass 1" Insulated Glass 

Venti lation 3600 CFM 

T otals 

Y. Savings with M ason ry Fill 

Winter Heat Loss in BTU / HR. 
Assuming 70° F Indoor 

-10• F Outdoor 

Without With 
Masonry Fill Masonry Fill 

142,000 7 1,000 

98,000 98,000 

26,000 2 6,000 

242 ,000 242,000 

260,000 260,000 

768,000 697,000 

768,00<Hi97,000 x 100=9 23 
768,000 • 

1. Increased wall attenuation 
characteristics red u ces sound 
transmission considerably. 

2. Raised Indoor wall surface 
temperature from 50° F to 62° F 
provides added comfort. 

3. 14, 100 sq . ft . of walls (Includes 
8200 sq . ft . of interior walls) @ 
18~ sq. It. = ~2,538 installed. 

4 . Additionally the operating costs 
are reduced by over $90 per year 
based on 5673 degree days $.053 
per therm gas boiler. 
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For thirsty kids less than 42" tall 

Wall mounted water cooler with low-level accessory 
fountain - designed with kids in mind. Available 
in stainless steel cabinet, baked enamel in choice of 
colors, or vinyl - laminated steel in silver spice, or 
mocha brown. Write for NEW 1966 Catalog or look 
us up in SWEET'S FILE or YELLOW PAGES. 

THE HALSEY W . TAYLOR COMPANY 
1564 THOMAS ROAD • WARREN, OHIO 

Complete line o f e lectr ic water coolers and drinking founta ins 

-LETTERS 
C IT Y CORES 

Forum: I have just read Douglas 
Haskell's "Unity and Harmony at 
Rockefeller Center" [Jan./F eb. 
issue] and wanted you to know 
how much I enjoyed it. 

His analysis of the Center's role 
in the urban scheme, both archi
tecturally and socially, is one of 
the most ab orbing and perceptive 
I've seen. 

New York City 

GUSTAV EYSSELL 
President 

Rockefeller Center, In c. 

Forum : As Head of the Depart
ment of Art History and as an 
active architectural historian, I 
was much interested to see your 
most recent issue of Forum. I be
lieve it constitutes a significant 
contribution to the history of 
architecture, and I hope that it 
will be possible to continue the 
present direction. I was especially 
interested in your piece on arcades 
which I have been doing research 
on for some years, and to notice 
Mr. Haskell's reference to my re
search on Rockefeller Center. 

WINSTON WE ISMAN 
H ead, Department of Art History 

Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pa. 

Forum: The article "Shopping 
Streets Under Roofs of Glass" ap
pearing in your Jan./Feb. issue, 
is a most marvelous collection, as 
are the vast majority of article 
appearing in your excellent publi
cation. 

GEORGE ROLFE 
Louisville Planner 

COMMENDATIONS 

Forum : The School of Architec
ture faculty wishes to take this op
portunity to commend the taff of 
the Forum for the new and more 
meaningful directions the maga
zine has taken. 

May I add my congratulations 
to the many for the added depth 
that Forum has shown. 

JOSEPH J. McGRAW 
Director 

Urban and R egional Planning Program 
Texas A &M University 

College Station, Tex. 

Forum: My function as Director 
of Renewal Planning for the r ew 
Haven Redevelopment Agency is 
predominantly an architectural 
one, as is my background. The fact 
that the new Forum is today per
haps the most significant and per
tinent architectural magazine in 
the United States, makes its 
presence on my desk a nece ity. 

As you know, New Haven's re-

newal program is strongly com
mitted to the production of a good 
architectural result. The city i 
perhap today one of the country' 
foremost sponsors of meaningful 
architecture. In addition, we are 
constantly striving to improve and 
intensify the architectural aspects 
of our general planning. Your 
magazine bas a place in this job. 

New Haven 

JOHN L. McGUERTY 
Director of Renewal Planning 

FLOR IDA CLIMATE 

Forum: I would like to congratu
late you on your new format for 
the Forum and want you to know 
it is the only architectural maga
zine that I read from cover to 
cover. You seem to put architec
ture on the plane where it belongs 
as a business serving others and 
not as a high blown art form for 
art's sake. 

I have only one comment on 
the statement made on page 63 of 
the December issue, regarding the 
Cape Kennedy winner: "Strong
yet-inviting concrete structure will 
contrast with the warm, solar 
bronze glass to present a crisp, 
clean profile against the Florida 
sky." As a Florida resident of 
many years standing, what a 
building in Florida doesn't need is 
"warm, solar bronze glass." If any
thing, at Cape Kennedy you need 
the "cool solar gray glass" as, be
lieve me, Florida is plenty warm 
enough without inviting more." 

CARL GERKEN 
Daytona B~ach, Fla. Architect 

PENN SYLVA NIA MANSION 

Forum: With reference to your 
article concerning the new gover
nor's home for Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, your comments may 
or may not be in order concerning 
the architecture but certainly your 
comments about Governor cran
ton are completely out of order. 

In contra t to what you state, 
Governor cranton will not !iYe in 
the new home. It ha always been 
intended for the next governor, 
and will not be completed until 
he has been in office for some 
time. Also, as for the style of 
architecture, of the twelve state 
officials who are members of the 
Board ( ix Republicans and six 
Democrats), Governor Scranton 
was the only one who sugge ted 
that a more "progre i\·e" style 
would be in order. He was out
voted. 

JOHN W. I "GRAM 
Secretary of Administration 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Harrisburg, Pa. 

( contimtecl on page 96) 



Movable 
Component 

Classrooms 

Hauserman Double-Wall is the basic element of a new concept 
in school space design - Movable Component Classrooms. 

Demountable Double-Wall in chalk panels, projection screen 
panels and functional service panels combine with conventional 
interior panels to make the wall itself a flexible educational tool. 
A wide range of classroom aids - including magnetic chalk 
trays, map rails, tack strips and other accessories - complete 
the MCC system. 

Double-Wall provides true semester flexibility. Instant flexi
bility is available with Operable Wall, the soundproof sliding 
partition. MCC means total flexibility and function at costs 
competitive with concrete block. Write for the Hauserman 
Movable Component Classrooms brochure before planning 
your next school. 
The E. F. Bauserman Co., 
5773 Grant Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44105 
Canada: Hauserman Ltd., Mallard Rd., Don Mills, Ontario 

HAUSERMAN 

Send me _ _ copy(s) of the FORUM's Le Corbusier Memorial 
issue. I' ve enclosed $1 for each copy. ( Include sales tax if 
applicable). 
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Ralph Anderson's home
drlnwood beautr 

The use of local wood and stain is 
no innovation for Ralph Anderson. It 
is characteristic of him, and of the 
Northwest tradition in architecture 
his work has helped create. "Most of 
the structures produced by the office 
during my twelve years of practice 
have featured the same combination," 
he says. 

The design of his home embodies 
another of Anderson's principles
his refusal to allow functionalism to 
hamper the fulfillment of a family's 
need for continuing aesthetic satis
faction. His home expresses both a 
natural and a human harmony. 

The lucidity-almost austerity-of 
the home's basically vertical thrust is 
modulated by Anderson's use of nat
ural wood. He chose Western Red 
Cedar siding for both exterior and 

e wanted was a 
atching of the 
uilding 's wood 
ith the wood 
ashed up on the 

djacent beach. 

lympic's Semi 
ransparent Stain 
nd Bleachtox," 
hich, Anderson reports, achieved 

the silver-gray look of a piece of old 
riftwood. The coloring of the wood 
rfacing only increases the harmonic 

with bleached 
cedar and 

OIYmPIC 
Stain. 

relationship with its land and sea 
surroundings." 

Olympie's reliability as a preserva 
tive is an especially significant factor 
in surroundings like the Puget Sound 
site of Anderson's home. High tides 
rise to within a few feet of the house, 
sometimes, he says, even splash 
against the windows. He needed a 

wood finish durable enough to with 
stand this kind of climate. He chose 
Olympic. 

Ralph Anderson has achieved an 
enduring beauty in his home : a beauty 
Olympic Stain helped create, and will 
help to preserve. 

.: OLYMPIC STAIN 
For color samples on wood and new A. I. A. 
Information Manual, write Olympic Stained 
Products Co., 1118 N.W. Leary Way, Seattle. 

-lETTERS 
(continued fr om page 94) 

HALF ARCHITECTS 

Fornm: I welcom t he renai,sance 
of your magazine. and wou ld par
ticu la rly like lo congratu late your 
increa ed emphasi on architecture 
rat.h er lhan a rchi teclR. H ow ver, 
I cannot help lrn1·ing a miso-iving 
C'oncerning yom Pdi toria l policy, 
the ~en e of which is t,hiB: 

Today the archi tect, i very rap
id!~· increasing the ext n t of his 
re pon ibi li tic m t.he ocia l 
. .;c ien es. H e is undertaking, wilh 
.1·our encouragemcn L, a great many 
noble and needful du t. ies. I darc$a ~· 

that Rac ia l awar neBs i an im por
t an t element in the education of 
the architect, bu t it has been my 

persona l experience lha grand and 
difficul t 1 rojecl. contain within 
t hemRe h·e;, th e rationali zation for 
la lPr fai lure. Thus in Rchool I moRt. 
often fa il cd b cau~e of t.he fear 
of failure. 

Le Corbusier ha;, . a id that we 
mu t fir t slate the problem of 
:nchiLec lure. Tow it Rcems t,hat 
we are a1•oiding thi · primary re
spons ibili Ly and ha1•e substituted 
a colossal program of "ocio-eco
nomic, elc., interrelat ionships which 
b.1· a ltering Lhe emphasis of a rchi
(pcture has decreaRcd t he individ
ua l respon ibiliLy .... 

W it.bou t a sense of indi1·idua li Ly 
and a loofn ess, ba.~ed on an und r
slanding of th principle. of archi-
1 '" t.me, w will develop men who 
n· ha lf-a rchit ect, and ha lf- ciolo
gi~t, ha lf trained in each, which 
~l"ems an unhappy and dangernus 
C'o mpromi e. 

\'"wbury, Oltio 
WILL IAM McCULLA~I 

Draf t sman 

CONFIDENCE IN TECHNOLOGY 

Fon11n : The concrete tower 400 
meter;: high , as shown in your 
Decemb r 1965 Preview, was en-
1·isioned, I suppo e, wi th full con
fid ence in t.echnology; that, is, in 
elecLrical power. Any blackout 
. imilar to that we witnesse l last 
X ovember would trap ome people 
at the high er points of the triangu
lar hafLs, completely free stand
ing, without chance of escape. I 
do see, of cour~e. a mpchanical 
po ibi li t,y of t.he elevator'. r lea e 
Io its a fety po~it i on. if . uch meas
ure is provided by , ignor Ro. elli 
and his as oc iates. 

But Gentlemen Engineer : Why 
not build elevalors with a motor
ing system att.ached to the car 

itself or perhap , inspired by 
bold arLi.stic consideration of 
Piotr Kowalski , design an air 
powering device to mo~·e c/1e 
1·ator under guiding pre ~ 
smooLhly and efficiently in 
1·crt.ical travel ? 

AO \I MILCZYN Kl K. 
Archi 

PROPAGANDA 

Fonun : In it s April 1964 i."i> 
Arc:hileel ural Fornm publi~h 

Communi~t propa.,.anda cntitl 
''The ~cw .-\.rchilec:lure of Caslr 
Cuba," by Diana Rownt.ree. 

The arl ic: le wa;: ridiculou:< a 
Lragic. Ridiculous because all 1\1 
Rowntree could present as Castr 
arch ite<"lurc was a serirs of Af 
can-like huLs of an indefinit tn 
of construction that they call ti 
School of Pla~tir .-\rl ' in ;:uburba 
H avana. The art icle was tragic bt 
cause it was a tangible proof c 
ho1"I' architectm e, like e1·erythin 
else in Cuba, has been degrade 
und r the Communist rule. 

Now Lh ommuni~ts come one 
more to the page· of the ne1 
Fornm with an anonymous arlicl 
ent.itl ecl "Clu ler of Bubble· 
[Jan./ Feb. issue]. The bubble~ ar 
the same rudimenlar~· huts buil 
on the golf courses of the Hamn: 
Country lub, which were slole1 
from Lheir owners. 

I uggest that lhe .\rchiteclura 
Fornm, in its new life, lJe mon 
selective ... 

Ne1u York City 
ANGEL CAM 

Architec 

The Forum doc8 not publi.~J 

wopaganda; it 7niblishes ncwi 
(and othe,. mrtlcria/) in it8 cho8er 
fields. The April 1964 article bt 
Dir11tr1 Howntree (it•ho iR not n 
Commimi t, though she i- a hiyhl!J 
respecter/ editor of the radical 
B ritish magazine, Archilectural 
D sio-n ) was a news tory that 
fascinated many of our readers. I t 
was prefaced by a note stati11y 
thrtl "'Jlts. RoinLlree's co11clw<io1rn. 
lik her j11r/grnents, are her own ... 

Our article on Tl ava1111's new 
chool of Plastic ArtR was not 

"anonymous;" it was unRiyned for 
the obviou. re11son lhat it wa.~ a 
resume of observations by Hicarrln 
Porro, the archilecl, plu.s a few, 
somewhat cau,~tic remrtrks by our 
own edilor., all of whom are Re
p11blicrt11s. Nor 1ca.s lhe article 
"propaganda"; it wa. 11 leailimale 
report of .~ome inlcrcs/, we be 
lieve, Io 0111· rradcrs. Tf' c rc.~en•e 

the right to publi.~h leaitimrtte 
new., . uch as thi.s in 01u cho.,c11 
fields, regardless of who make.· ii 
-Castro , Afao or Batman-ED. 
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HOTELS, MOTELS 

when you specify RCA 
TV Antenna Systeins 

RCA TV Antenna Systems answer fully today 's needs
and future needs-of hotels, motels, hospitals, nursing 
homes, schools, convention halls, large retail ing and 
manufacturing operations. 

That means RCA is your ONE complete signal distribu
tion system to receive and distribute standard TV broad
casts, and to originate and distribute closed circu it 
telecasts including audio portions .. . a system so flexible 
it can answer future requirements without extensive 
alterations or basic changes. 

Clients appreciate this kind of foresight. They also ap
preciate RCA quality, durabil ity, and design-with proven 
reliability time and again . 

Have the specifications of RCA's TV Antenna Systems 
and accessories at your fingertips. We'll be glad to rush 
them to you without cost or obligation . Simply mail 
this coupon . 

~---;;;;;;.::;:;,------, 
I 1 A Commercial Products Sales Dept. D-94 I 

Bldg. 203-3, Camden, N. J. 08101 

I Please furnish specifications on RCA Antenna Systems. I 
I Name Title I 
I Company Phone I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip Code I L ____________ _J 
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Sometimes 
progress amounts to 

a hill of beans 

How do you flght starvation in the hungry parts of 
the world? Sta1·t with a couple of farmers ... that's how 
. . . or a couple of dozen in one of the 46 countries 
where the Peace Corps works. Start with a small plot 
of land and help build it up from scratch. Start with one 
scrawny chicken and fatten it up with a proper diet. 
Start with a handful of people and teach them 
all you know about farming. 

Start with a letter of application to the 
Peace Corps. The progress you make in tJw eyes 
of the world may seem to amount to nothing more 
than a hill of beans . .. but what you'll accomplish 
for people may mean the difference between 
starvation and being well fed. 

For more information, write: THE PEACE CORPS, 
Washington, D.C. 20525. 
{~ Published as a public se rvice in coope ra tion with the Adve rtising Council. 

'..::.:;." 



Now you can specify rugged Republic School Lockers in a 
variety of types and decorator color styling at no extra cost. 

Choose from nineteen high-spirited, student-proof 
colors in single, double, and multiple tier lockers. 
Wide range of dimensions to meet your needs. 

Plus Republic's famous extra steel tough 
construction. 

You're a winner every time with this combination 
of quality and color. Ask your Republic MAN FROM 

MANUFACTURING about "decor 19" lockers, or send 
today for complete information. 

@ This STEELMARK of the American Steel Industry on a 
product assures you it is modern, versatile, economical 
Steel. Look for it on products you buy. 

Please send "decor 19" lockers, the folder that tells 
how to be a big wheel with color at no extra cost. 
NAME ________ TITLE ______ _ 

SCHOOL OR COMPANY __________ _ 

ADDRESS ______________ _ 

CITY _________ STATE __ ZIP __ 



Meet CLYMATRON II, son of Clymatron. Better than its pa. Puts 
out more footcandles of cooler light. Better looking, too. Has extruded 
aluminum trim, regressed splay, frameless or framed enclosures. 
Besides lighting, Clymatron II handles air ... lots more of it in fact, 
with a new adjustable baffle controlling its direction from vertical to 
horizontal ... transfers heat ... even provides total heating. In fact, it 
does so many things, it takes a brochure to explain the whole story. 

Better write for it! tr~ " . . ~ DAY BRITE LIGHTING. 5411 BULWER. ST.LOUIS. Mo. 63141 l ~ ~ J A DIVISION OF EMERSON ELECTRIC CO. 

ATTENTION 
ARCN/T£crsr 


